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The Center

The Center for Social Organization of Schools (CSOS) has two primary
objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of how schools affect their
students, and to use this knowledge to develop better school practices and
organization. The Center works through three research programs to achieve
its objectives:

.The School Organization Program investigates how school and classroom
organizationaffects student learning and other immediate outcomes of
schooling. Current studies focus on parental involvement, microcomputers
in schools, use of time in schools, cooperative learning, and other organ-
izational strategies that alter the task, reward, authority, and peer
group stuructures in schools and classrooms.

The Education and Work am examines the relationship between,

schooling and students' later-1P e occupational and educational success.
Current projects include studies of the competencies required in the workplace,

the sources of training and experience that lead to employment, college
students' major field choices, and employment of urban minority youth.

The Schools and Delinopency Program studies the problems of crime,

violence, vandalism, and disorder in schools and the role that schools play

in delinquency. Ongoing projects address the development of a theory of
delinquent behavior, school effects on delinquency, and the evaluaticn of

delinquency prevention programs in and out of schools.

CSOS also supports'a Fellowships in Educational Research Program that

provides opportunities for talented researcheri to conduct and publish signif-

icant research in conjunction with the three research program.

This report, prepared by the Education and Work program, includes three

research studies that investigate the relationship of race, sq.x, and other

variables to employer recruitment methods, job placement decisions, and

school desegregation.
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'Abstract

The high rate of unemployment and low occuptlonal attainment of blacks,,
especially,black !Ries, remains A major Concern in the United States. Despite

some positive gains, this group continues to be confronted with major barriers
to achieving parity with whites in employment and attainment. At the same

time, achieving parity with white males remains an. elusive goal for females.

These three reports examine three areas of the transition from school to
work in order to identify llow elements of the process differ for blacks and
women compared to whites an4 white males, and had these elemembsmight better
meet the needs of blacks and waxen.

The first report examines employer recruitment methods and how their use
varies by race and sex groups, by public and private sector, by education level,

and other variables. Major findings include: (1) particular methods are
associated with high education level jobs (schoril placement, professional organ-

izations, private employment agencies, and media ads) while other methods

are associated with lag education level jobs (use of friends and relatlives,

publit employment services, and unions); (2) high school plicementseMces are
infrequently used by employers or graduates to fill or get law education level

jobs, but are used occasionally in recruiting for female office jobs, and

(3) social networks to which whites are attached are more useful for access to

ligher level jobs than are the social networks to which blacks are bAttached.

The second report examines placement decisions made by personnel officers.

The results suggest that white personnel officers tend to assign black male

high school graduates to lower paying positions than those assigned to white

male high school graduates. Similar patterns are observed for black female

college graduates. These patterns of apparent bias in job placement are found

to be offset to some degree in firms that have strong affirmative action policies.-

The third report examines the effects of-attending desegregated schools on

the occupational attainment of blacks, following students who began desegregated

schooling in 1966 as part of a randomized experiment. The main finding of this

report is that the desegregated black students obtained different types of

employment than did the students in the control group. 1he desegregated students

are now working in occupations which are less commonly held by blacks men are

salesmen rather than postmen, women are secretaries rather tian nurses' aides.

Ip general, those who experienced desegregated schooling are more likely to be

working in white collar and professional jobs in the private sector, while those

from segregated schools are more likely to be working in govarnment and in

blue-collar jobs.

iii
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1. Introduction

Research on\how-'employers recruit new workers is needed

to develop and examine more realistic theories of educe-

tion's role in career development procesSes and to develop

practical ways to help students make a successful transition

from school to work.

jlecent thesuieja gt education And lark

Until, recently, theories of career development have

emphasized the productivity aspects of schooling to coincide

with, a wage competition model of education and work. Under

a wage competition framework, individuals seeking jobs would

sell their ski,lls in the labor market by negotiating the

best wage for their talents with employers who had openings

that required such skills. The role of schools in this

model is to train the human capital that is required for

different jobs. A great deal of research has been devoted to

ebtimating the market value of education in terms of the
4

increased earnings that is returned to additional education.

The need for schools to educate and train students in the

skills required for different jobs remains of-theoretical

and practical interest. But 'tie recent development of a job

vacancy competition theory has,e4ded new questions about the

role of schools in the economy. Under this theory, individ-

uals do not negotiate wage rates with employers to create a

/I 0
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hiring occasion. .Instead, vacancies- occur at fixed wage

levels due to-current employees leaving their position' or

due to new jobs being created in firms. To find employment,

an individual must learn of a vacancy, show up as an appli-

cant and be chosen by the employer to fill the position.

The issues that arise abglit thg role of education under this

formulation include questions at each stage of the employ-

ment process. At the recruitment stage, how do schools help

individualfi become candidates for certain vacancies? Do

they provide formal placement services that employers can

use to get applicants? Do they provide informal networks of

information and contacts that individuals can use to learn

about particular job openings ?. At, the selection stage, how

are credentials and information provided by schools used by

employers to rank candidates? How are appropriate job

skills learned at school measured by employers in the pro-
,

cess of selecting new employees? At the job promotion

stage, what eichOol credentials continue to have meaning, and

how do skills learned at school compare to skills learned on

the job in determining who moves up in a firm?

This paper, will concentrate on the recruitment stage of

the employment process. We will investigate the use and

importance of school placement services and education cre-

dentials in employer recruitment and individual job search

methods.
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1.2 practical...UW.1Ln

i

QuestionS about the role of schools in the recruitment

phase of employment Also relate to practical issues of effi-

ciency, effectiveness, and fairness. Can and do schools

provide cost-effective formal mechanismsfor matching appli-

cants with vacancies? Can and do employers use information

provided by schools about individuals employers to accu-

rately rank and match candidates to new positions? Do all

segments of the population, including racial^and ethnic

minorities, have equal access to and equal success in usthg

the information and processes through which different job

opennings are filled?

2.. Rath aid=

we will analyze a set of data that was assembled to study

both employer and employee behaviors associated with the

same job position in the same firm at major stages of the

employment process. In this paper, we exrmine the job

recruitment activities of the employers and the job search

activities used by employees to fill openings in a nation-

ally representative sample of jobs filled by young workers

in the approximate age range of 22 to 25.

Our data are from a national survey of 4078 employers.

The information provided by the survey'is linked to jobs

held in 1976 or 1979 by a sample of individual respondents

to the Nationr' Longitudinal Survey of the High School Grad-

12
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uating Class of 1972 (NLS). The National Longitudinal Sur-

vey is a large-scale study conducted by the National Center

for Education Statistics that collected base year data from

over 20,000 high school seniors in 1972 and follow-up survey

data from them at four, subsequent times. The third and

fourth NLS follow-up surveys were used to select a sample of

employers through the information provided by NLS respon-

dents on the name and location of their employer in October

1976 and October 1979. The sampling and survey procedures

are described elsewhere (McPartland 'nd Humphrey, 1984).

Completed survey questionnaires we obtained in 1983 from

approximately 75 percent of the sampled employers for a

total achieved sample size of 4078. .

Many questions on the employer survey pertained to a spe-

cific "sample job" title and duties described on the earlier

individual NLS respondent questionnaires as the position

filled by the individual in 1976 or 1979. By merging the

employer surveys with the individual NLS surveys so as to

match information in a single record in the same "sample

job" in the same firm, we are able to investigate similar

issues about the job from the perspective of employer and

employee.

The data we have, in essence, describe how the employer

views a job, how it is generally filled, and how it relates

to the firm. At the same time, our data describe the actual

13
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employee in that job, and the job search procedures that

he/she used to get the job.

-From the employee questionnaires, we will use informttion

on the individuals' race, sex, and educational attainment,

as well as the job search beh!iviors used to find the job.

From the employer questionnaires, we will use information on

the demographic characteristics of incumbents of the sample

job (percent male, race distribution, and educational

attainment distribution) as well as thejob recruitment

methods used most often by the employer to fill openings in

the "sample job." We will examine jobs from both the pri-

vate and public sectors. The private sector workers were

defined as an employee of a PRIVATE company, bank, busi-

ness, school or individual working for wages, salary, or

commissions," and public sector workers were defined as 'a

GOVERNMENT employee (Federal, State, county, or local insti-

tution or school)."

.1. A Statigtical Description a 1212 Pecruitment,
and Alsth Alma Behaviors.

The employee questionnaire listed twelve job search meth-

ods, and asked the individual "How did you find this job?

(Circle as many as apply.)" The employer questionnaire

listed eleven corresponding job recruitment methods, and

asked the employer "How often do you use each of the follow-

ing methods to find applicants from the outside when open-

14
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ings occur in the SAMPLE JOB?" (Circle one response for

each methods Always, Often, Sometimes! Seldom, Never.) The

wording was the same or similar for the employer and

employee methods, as follows:

EmplQyee

1. As't your current employees la. Relatives.

to recommend their friends
and acquaintances.

lb. Friends.

2. School or college placement
services.

2. SAME

3. Professional periodicals or
organizations.

3. SAME

4. Civil Service applications. 4. SAME

5. Public employment services. 5. SAME

6. Private employment agencies
or services.

6. Private employment
agency.

7. Community action or welfare
groups.

7. SAME

8. Newspaper, TV, or radio ads. 8. SAME

9. Unsolicited applicants
("walk-in" applicants)

9. Direct application
to employers.

10. Referrals from a union. 10. Registration with
a union.

11. Other (please specify_.) 11. SAME

..1 =all= of Dabli2 And private aectors.

Table 1 presents the percent of employers and employees

who reported using each method, with separate tabulations

. for private and public sector jobs. (Employer results are

the percent who circled "always" or "often%)

15
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Table 1 about here

We notice from Table 1 that (a) the public and private

sectors 'differ in the most frequently used search and

recruitment methods, and (b) there is good agreement between

employer and employee in Le relative rankings assigned to

each method.

Besides the obvious sector diffference in use of Civil

Service ,applications, which are exclusively the domain of

public employment,* there are other sizeable differences

between private and public employment in job recruitment and

job search methods. Public sector jobs are,more likely to

be filled by the use of school placement services, community

action or, welfare groups, prolessional organizations, and

public employment services. Private sector jobs are more

likely to be filled by the use of friends or relatives of

current employees, private employment agencies, media adver-

tisements, and unions. In each of these comparisons,

employer and employee sources agree on the direction of the

sector difference, and at least one source demonstrates a

statistically significant difference. The only method that

does not show a statistically significant sector difference

from either source is the method that ranks first in fre-

* The small percent in the public sector reporting use of
Civil Service applications are probably errors either in the
sector classification of the employer or in the respondent's
.understanding of the question.
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quency of use: direct application (or "walk-in" appli-

cants).

Except for the obvious sector difference in Civil Service

applications, it is not clear from these simple tabulations

'why public and private jobs differ on other methods. The

reasons may derive from possible differences in the distri-

bution of job skills and training required in each sector,

or from organizational aspects of the enterprises suca as

size and formalization of operations, or from characteris-

tics of the local labor markets in which the various activi-

ties are located. We will examine some of these factors in

our further research with these data.

1.1 Consistency DI sulsysx And .employee reports.

While the absolute frequencies reported for each method

differ between employer and employee, the relative rank

orderings methods are.in good agieement. In theTotal

columns, both employer and employee sources rank "Direct

application (walk-in)" above all other methods; both'rank

"Friends" as the second in frequency of use, and "media ads"

as third. "School placement services" are about in the mid-

dle of the rankings of both sources, ranked fourth by

employees and fifth by employers. The least frequently used

methods are union sources, community agencies or welfare,

groups, professional periodicals or organizations, Civil

Service applications and private employment services. The
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rank-order correlation coefficient between employer and

employee values is .812, which is statistically significant.

In the next sections of this paper, we will examine how the

use of various methods is related to different types of jobs

and job candidates within each sector.

Employers and employees differ in the absolute frequen-

cies of 'use reported for each method. One reason is that

the question asked employees to "circle as many as apply"

but forced employers to assess each method individually. A

sum of the percentages down the Total columns of Table 1

across all methods for each group indicates how many differ-

ent methods were indicated by the average employer and

employee. The average employer had indicated frequent use

for about two methods (average - 2.27), while the average

employee had only circled about one method (average a 1.21).

Apparently many employees did not realize from the wording

of the question that they could answer more than one method,

or they did not conceive that more than one method could be

used in finding a single job. Another possible methodologi-

cal reason for employer - employee differences in response

rates is the difference in the time of the questionnaires:

employee data were collected in 1976 and 1979 while employer

data were collected in 1983. There may also be response

errors in the employer understanding of the "sample job" and

in the employer or employee understanding of descriptions of

specific methods.
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Besides methodological sources of response rate differ-

ences, there are also possible substantive sources of

employer-employee differences. Most specific jobs in p firm

are filled by several different individuals over 'a period of

time, especially if the establishment is large. Therefore,

an employer response will usually be a generalization over

the various individual cases who have been recruited to the

job, while an employee response will constitute just one

case that may or may not reflect the typical way in which

the particular job is filled. Also, when multiple methods

are used by employers and employees for the same position,

each party may have different perceptions of which method'

was the most important in filling the job.

Table 2 is a inter-correlation matrix between employee

job search methods and employer job recruitment methods used

for the same job. If employer and employee agree on the

methods used, then the largest positive value in any row or

column of the matrix should be the value on the diagonal

(which is the position in the matrix of variables where

there is a match between employers and employee methods).

The absolute value of the diagonal entries indicates the

strength of the agreement between employer and employee

methods.

The diagonal values in Table 2 (underlined) are usually

the largest positive numbers in the relevant row and column
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and all are statistically significant. But several of these

values are below .10 in absolute value. This provides ove-

rall evidence of the validity of our measures of the methods

used to link job candidates to job openingso and indicates

which particular methods are measured with lower validity.

The methods showing most agreement (in order of the size of

the diagonal intercorrelation) are: Civil Service, private

employment agency, union referral, media ads and school

placement service. The methods with less agreement (in des-.

cending order of size) are: professional organizations,

public, employment services, community groups, friends, and

direct application. The three most informal methods demon-

strate the weakest agreement between employer and employee

for the same job.

1.2 Frequency 21 uas. And importance

The method that employers use most frequently to find

applicants for job openings may not be the same as the

method that they view as most important for finding the per-

son who is actually hired for the job. For example, one

method may produce many candidates, but a different method

may produce fewer but better candidates. To examine these

possibilities, a subsample of 1945 employers were asked this

question following their answers to questions about fre-

quency of use: "Which THREE of the above methods have been

most important for finding the persons who are actually
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hired from the outside for the aample job? Which is most

important? Which is second most important? Which is third

most important?" Table 3 shows that the responses to these

questions for private and public sector employers parallel

the findings from Table 1. The rank order of methods and

the public-private sector differences in Table 3 are essen-

tially the same as previously shown in Table 1. Thus the

frequency with which employers use each job recruitment

method is strongly related to the importance that method has

for loct.:ing the person who is actually hired.

1.4 101.1t1=11110. between xeasuitment methods

Table 4 summarizes factor analyses of the 10 items on

employer recruitment methods, examined separately in the

private and public sectors. The table presents the varimax

rotated facator matrix and the final communality estimates

for each item. Three similar factors emerge in the private

and public sectors. The minor differences between the sec-

tors concern the amount of variance of specific variables

acclunted for the factors, and the sincle variable in each

sector that loads equally on two factors.

Three factors are clearly defined in Table 4. The first

factor is composed of four items: use of school placement

services, professional periodicals or organizations, private

employment agencies, and newspaper and media ads, Each of

these methods requires more expense or effort on the part of

21
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the employer than do other methods, and, as we shall see

later in this paper, is usually associated with filling jobs

requiring education beyond high school. This factor is pre-

sented in Table 4 as Factor 1 in the Private Sector and Fac-

tor 2 in the Public Sector.

The second factor is composed of three items: use of

public employment services, community action or welfare

groups, and union referrals. Each of these methods involves

low cost and limited employer effort, and, as will be

revealed in subsequent analyses, is primarily associated

with filling jobs that require hicea school completion or

less. (In Table 4, see factor 2 in the Private Sector and

Factor 1 in the Public Sector.) The third factor is com-

posed of two items: use of current employees for recommen-

dations, and unsolicited or "walk-in" applicants. These are

the informal methods that use of vord-of-mouth and social

networks to bring job candidates to the employer.

One item, Ise of Civil Service applications, is not

included any factor, because it mainly distinguishes

between the Private and Public sectors and has no clear

relationships with other methods within either sector.

Within the Public sector, this item has the lowest communal-

ity, indicating that the factors account for the least vari-

ance in this measure. In the Private Sector, this item

loads about equally on two factors and has a relatively low
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communality, indicating unclear and unimportant meaning. As

suggested earlier, variation on this item in the Private

Sector is probably due to invalid measurement or classifica-

tion.

Within the Private Sector, the item with the lowest com-

munality is use of friends of employees, and use of walk -ins

is the next lowest. Either these items are poorly associ-

ated with other methods of job recruitment used by employ-

ers, or (as suggested by Table 2, discussed earlier) not

reliably measured by the employer reports used 'in these,

analyses.

In the Public Sector, the item on Civil Service is lowest

in estimated communality, suggesting that it accompanies

other methods of recruitment with equal frequency among pub-

lic employers; and the use of private employment agencies

has the least distinguishing factor loadings, suggesting

that this method is infrequently used as an adjunct to other

methods.

It was not possible to examine possible underlying factor

structure: for the individual job starch items, since the

average individual selected one method only as having been

used to find the job.

In defining the three factors for employer recruitment

methods, we followed the convention of selecting an eigenva-

23
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lue of 1 or greater as the cut-off potnt in a principal com-

ponents analysis thai preceded the varimax rotation. As

such, a bit less than 50 percent of the variance in the ten

component items is accounted for by 'the three-factor\solu-

tion in each sector (47.0 percent in the private sector,

49.4 percent in the public sector). We will continue to

study the separate items in the rest of this paper, to cap-

ture as much as possible as the full range of .complexity in

job search and job recruitment methods.

L. ulog pecruitment And Jab gulch BAtbada
ALI Aalat2d I2 And Education CmaataliAtirA

al Zak And hullaAnt.

Do employers within each sector use different job

recruitment methods depending upon the type of vacancy to be

filled? For what types of jobs do private and public

employers rely most on school placement services to locate

candy fates for job openings? How is the use of other

recruitment methods related to the type of job opening and

type of employer? In this section, we will analyze these

issues for two dimensions of job openingss the education

level of past occupants in the job at the establishment, and

the sex composition of previous incumbents in the particular

job.'

We will conduct parallel analyses from the perspective of

job recruitment methods used by employers to fill jobs with

different sex composition and educational distributions, and

24
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from the perspective of job search methods used by .individu-

als from different sex and educational attainment subgroups.

Our analyses will be conducted separately within the private

and public employment sectors.

1.1 measula Ang methods

Two multiple regression analyses of employer practices to

fill different jobs are summarized in Table 5. For these

analyses, the job is the unit of analysis, and the dependent

variable is either (a) the pete,ent male of current employees

in tne job, or (b) the percent of current job occupants

whose 'highest educational attainment did not include any

college study (that is, those who graduated from high school

and those who did not finish high school.)

The first regression analysis estimates an equation to

predict the percent male in the job by one single employer

recruitment method (such as use of "friends of employees"),

controlling for the percent with no college education. Each

employer recruitment method is measured on.a five-point

scale with higher values equalling more frequent use. For

example, the first 3 values in'the top row of TaOle 5

(-.0094, -.029, 2.6) are the regression coefficients and

test statistic when the recruitment method "friends of

employees" is used to predict "percent male in the job", and

"percent with no college in the job" is included as a con-

trol variable LI the regression equation.
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A second regression analysis estimates an equation to

predict "the percent with no college in the job" by one

method of employer recruitment, controlling for "the percent

male'in the job." For example, the values in columns 4, 5

and 6 of the first row of Table 5 (.0012, .114, *0.0) are the

regression coefficients and test statistic when the recruit-

ment method "friends of employees" is used to predict "the

percent with no college in the job," with "percent mai*

included as a. control. Thus each set of three values (b, 13,

F) in Table 5 id from a separate regression analysis.

Multiple regression analyses of individual job search

behaviors are repOrted in Table 6. In this case, the unit

of analysis is the individual job applicant, and the depen-

dent variable is the job search method used to find the job

(scored as a 1/0 dummy variable). Two independent variables

are used in each analysis: the individuals' sex (scored

Male = 1, Female m 0) and the individuals' educational

attainment (scored Sigh School = 1, Some College = 2, Col-

lege Degree = 3). Thus each row in Table'6 is from a sepa-

* An alternative analysis would match the roles of depen-

dent .and independent variab'es in the multiple regression

analyses, using the job recruitment method as the dependent

,variable anil "percent male in the job" and "percent no col-

lege in the job" as independent variables. The values forlil

and F shown in Table 5 would be exactly the same under the

alternative analysis, only the unstandardized values would

be different. The substantive interpretations provided for

Table 5 would not change under the alternative approach. We

chose the order of variables used for the Table 5 analyses

because we believed it to more correctly follow the actual

causal process.
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rate multiple regression analysis.

4.2. Results im education Ilya 91 1212 And applicant In 91j,-

vats tutu

The size and consistency of results in Table 5 and Table

6 show that education level of the job and the education of

the job applicant are strongly related to the job recruit-

ment and job search methods used.

Table 5 and Table 6 about here

The four methods most strongly associated with jobs that

require advanced education are school placement services,

professional periodicals and organizations, private employ-

ment agencies, and media ads. The results for these methods

are similar in Table 4 and Table 5: the same methods have

the four largest statistically significant values in the

same direction for increasing education levels. This simi-

larity of results indicates that employers and employees

agree that these four methods are the most used to recruit

for or search for jobs that require advance education.

-.The results for methods associated with filling lower

education jobs are not so clear: the four largest (posi-

tive) values in Table 5 are not statistically significant in

Table 6, Employers (Table 5) report that they use four

methods are used more often when jobs are filled by workers
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with low education levels: public employment services, com-

munity action or welfare groups, direct application

(walk-in) and union regerrals. Employees (Table 6) report

that individuals with lower levels of education are more

likely to use friends and especially relatives to find jobs.

Although none of the statistically significant values in

one Table statistically significant in the other Table, each

of the six significant values found in Tables 5 and 6 have

substantive meaning. We previously observed (Table 2) that

the items with the poorest_ employer- employee intercorrela-

tions are medias ads, friends and 'relatives, community

groups, and public employment services, which are the same

items at issue in Tables 5 and 6 (along with unions). Thus,

it should be no surprise that relationships in Tables 5 and

6 do not match in strength. Also, an employee may often be

more aware than the employer when informal social networks

(friends and relatives) are used to match job seekers to job

vacancies,.so that the results with the employee measure may

have more meaninq-in our studies. On the other hand, the

employer data is likely to be more valid on most other meth-

ods, because the question formats required a direct rating

of each method. by the employer but not by the employee.

Taking the employee results as more meaningful for the

"friends" or "relatives" measure and the employer results as

more meaningful on the other items in question, we conclude
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from Tables 5 and 6 that the five methods used especially' to

fill jobs with lower educational requirements are: (1)

employees' friends or relatives, (2) public employment ser-

vices, (3) community action or welfare groups, (4) direc-

tion application (walk-in), and (5) unions.

1.3. am lta an JUJE&'reamacaatign 4ala And AU SZt applicant

91iV141 Aft=

The pattern of results in Tables 5 and Table 6 is not as

strong or consistent for sex of job as for education level

of job. With one exception, job recruitment and job search

methods are more strongly associated with education level

than with sea, as seen from a comparison ,of columns 2 and 5

and of columns 3 and 6 for each row. The exception is the

use of unions, which is used more for male jobs in the pri-

vate_sector..

This suggests the need to analyze sex differences within

fired categories of jobs aco6rding to their education level.

Before separately examining each education subcategory, it

is useful to note the results for sex composition of job in

Table 5 and sex of job applicant in Table 6 when education

level is ,held constant statistically.

Employer reports (Table 5), indicate that unions are use0

more often to fill mostly male jobs, while school placemer*

services, media ads,and direct application (walk-ins) are
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methods used more often to fill mostly Ina' jobs.
f.)

Employee reports (Table 6) agree strongly with the finding

of more use of unions by males and the greater use of ads by

females. However, employee reports also suggest that Bata

use friends and relatives more to find jobs, and that

females use private employment services more to find jobs.

Table 7 shows the relationship between each employer

recruitment method and percent male in the job for different

types of jobs categorized by the educational level of the

current job occupants. The following results are of inter-

est:

Table 7 about here

1. When school 'placement servicea are used for high school

jobs, the method is more often used to fill positions held

by females, and these jobs are often clerical and office

work.* For jobs at higher educational levels where school,

(college) placement services are used most often (Table 5),

there is no tendency to use the method more for one sex than

another,

*we examined the job titles of female-high school jobs
filled by school placement services compared to other meth-
ods.
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2. When private employment, service* are used for high

school jobs, the method is also more often used to Zill ,

positions held by females (frequently for office and cleri-

cal work). For higher level jobs where private services are

used most often (Table 5), there are no significant differ-

ences by sex composition of the job.

1. Oedj.a ad* are used more to fill jobs held by women at

each separate educational level of work. Media ads are used

more for higher level jobs (Table 5), and the tendency to

use this method to fill women's jobs was also greater for

positions at the higher educational levels (comparison of

b's across row.6 of Table 7).

L. Direct application (walk-ins) is more often used to

fill jobs usually held by women at lower and intermediate

educational levels. This method is not as frequently used

for jobs usually held by college graduates (Table 5) and

there are no significar:c sex differences in the method at

this level.

5. The only method witu a significant sex difference

that favors jobs usually held by maim is union referrals.

This method applies mainly to lower level jobs (Table 5)

where the sex difference is greatest.

31
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4.4 Public sector results

Public and private employers differ'in the frequency with

which they use particular recruitment methods, but when a

given method is used it often is directed toward the same

educational level and sex type of job regardless of the sec-

tor. Tables 5 and 6 show the similarities.

Like private firms, public employers more often use

school placement services, professional organizations and

media ads to recruit for jobs filled by those with advanced

education. For lower education jobs, public employers are

more likely to use public employment services, and community

action or welfare groups, following the same tendencies of

private employers. On the other hand, use of employees'

friends, private employment agencies, walk-ins and union

referrals are not related to the education level of public

sector jobs, where these methods are used significantly less

\\ frequently than in the private sector where they are related

to job level. Civil Service Applications, used exclusively

in the public sector, tend to be used more for lower level

positions.

j.. Canno0i0a correlation analyses

Cannonical correlation can be used when there are multi-

ple independult variables and multiple dependent variables

to estimate an equation that is the best linear combination

of the independent variables that has the highest multiple

correlation with the best linear combination of the depen-
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dent variables. The coefficients for variables on each side

of the equation can be interpreted as estimates of the rela-

tive importance and direction of influence of each measure,

in the same manner that standardized regression coefficients

are interpreted in ordinary multiple regression analyses. A

second cannonical correlation analysis can be performed fol-

lowing the estimation of the initial equation that is based

on the set of residuals from the first, to estimate the

linear combination of variables that best accounts for the

remaining variation (Cooley and Lohne'r, 1971; Thompson,

1984; Warwick, 1975.

Our case, with ten job recruitment techniques being ucad

to predict the per.cent male in the job and the percent with

no college in the job, is well suited to cannonical correla-

tion analyses. we will report separate cannonical analyses

Of both employer recruitment, methods and employee search

methods in the private and public sectors. ,Table 8 summa-

rizes six cannonical correlation ane.yses for different

methods and sectors.

Each cannonical analysis,shown in Table 8 reports theanalysis,

cannonical weights for each variable for the first and secr

and cannonical equation, together with the eigenvalue that

gives the percent of variance accounted for by the best fit-

ting equation. For example, the first column of values in
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the top panel of Table 8 shows the weights associated with

each of ten employer recruitment methodsthat best predict a

combination, of education level and sex composition of job.

This first equation (CANVI) is mainly predicting education

level of job (weight = .967) rather than sex composition of

job (weight = .183) and shows that jobs held by a high per-

cent with no college are mainly filled by public employment

service (.429) and unions (.196) rather than by the methods

with large negative weights such as school placement ser-

vices (-.548) professional organizations (-.374) private

employment services (-fp194) or media ads (-.253). This

equation explains 20.7 percent of the variance (eigenvalue =

.207). The adjacent column of values in Table 8 (CANV2)

gives the second catInonical equatidn, which explains about 4

percent of remaining variance (eigenvalue =.041) with an
(

equation primarily concerned with high percent make jobs

(weight = .987). Other portions of Table 8 report separate

cannonical analyses in the same format.

Table 8 about here

The following conclubions seem warranted from Table 8:

1. Reports of employer methods are much superior to

employee methods in accounting for variance in job composi-

tion. The eigenvalues indicate that the first cannonical

equation estimated for employer methods accounts for over 20
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percent of the variance, while the use of reports of

'employee search methods accounts for about six percent.

2. There is strength and consistency to results about

how methods are related to the education level of jobs. In

both sectors and for both employer and employee reports,

particular methods are associated with high education level

jobs (school placement, professional organizations, private

employment agencies, and media ads) while other methods are

.associated with lower education level jobs (public employ-

ment services and unions). In addition, according to

employee results, friends and relatives seem to be used

especially for lower level jobs. The pattern for direct

applications (walk-ins) is small in size and inconsistent in

direction.

3. Most of the results for sex composition of job are .

inconsistent across sector and methods and account for a

small amount of the variance explained by recruitment or

search methods.. Table 9 reports a partitioning of variance

explained by employer methods in sex composition and educa-

tion level composition that shows the minor role of sex com-

pcsition in the first prediction equation. The unique por-

tion of variance for sex is the difference between the

squared cannonical correlation for the total equation

(eigenvalue = .20682) and the correlation from a conven-

tional multiple regression of ten employer recruitment meth-
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ode to predict percent with no 82

- -.20130 = .00552). The unique portion for education level

is the difference between the cannonical correlation and the

R2 from a conventional multiple correlation of percent male

in the job on ten employer recruitment meth ds (.20682

-.05316 = .15366). The joint portion is the difference

between the squared cannonical ,...orrelation and the sum of

the unique portions (.20682 - (.00552 + .15366 ) = .04764.

Table 9 shows that most of the variance in job composition

explained by ten employer recruitment methods is uniquely

assigned to education composition (74.3 percent in the pri-

vate sector, and 83.3 percent in the public sector) . Almost

none is uniquely assigned to sex composition (2.7 percent in

private sector and 0.1 percent in public sector). Some of

the explained variance cannot be empirically separated into .,
,... '

..-.

components for'sex composition or education level of job

(joint portion equals 23.0 percent in the private sector and

16.6 percent in the public).

Table 9 about here

Besides this minor role of sex composition in the first

cannonical equiition, Table 8 shows the weak ability of the

second cannonical equations to account for the remaining

variance in job sex composition with job recruitment meth-

ods. The very small eigenvalues range from .041 to .011.
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4. The'weights that show the'most donsistent strength

1611,...anddirection between method and percent male in the job

apply to the use of unions (positive).

j.f. Mumma a attrilsa. asz and xslusgatiaa laza illfiszsnces

A convenient method to summarize cur results so far is to

pick one. subgroup as a base for all comparisons. Figure 1

shows the relative frequency that different employer

recruitment methods are used to fill private sector male

jobs, depending upon whether the job is usually held by high

school graduates or college graduates. The values graphed

in Figure 1 are reported in Table 10, together with adjust-

ment factors to estimate the use of each method in the pub-

lic sector and for jobs usually held by females. The

adjustment factor is an estimate of the amount to be added

or subtracted to the percentages shown for male private sec-

tor jobs to obtain the value for public sector and /or female

jobs. These adjustment factors are the unstandardized

regression coefficients from a multiple regression where the

dependent variable is the percent of employers using each

method and the independent variables are job sector (Public

= 1, Private = 0)and job sex (jobs with 50 percent or more

female = 1, otherwise = 0), with percent in the job with no

college also included as an independent variable.

Figure 1 and Table 10 about here
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Figure 1 illustrates both -the comparison between educa-

tion levels and the relative importance within each educa-

tion level of each employer recruitment method. Thus we can

see that while some methods are used more for higher level

jobs (school placement, professional organizations, private

employment agencies and media ads) and some are used more

for lower level jobs (public employment services, community

groups, walk-ins and unions), the most frequently used

method at each level is "walk-ins," and "friends of employ-

ees" is near the top in relative use.
t.

Table 10 shows that when weAexamine public sector jobs,

there would be major adjustments for less frequent use of

friends and walk-ins and more frequent use of civil service

and community groups, with minor adjustments for use of

other methods in the public sector. The adjustment factors

shown for female jobs in Table 10 are not as large as for

sector and do not indicate how sex differences may vary for

separate education levels. Nevertheless, we can observe

that the three largest average adjustment factors for female

jobs include a greater use of walk-ins and media ads and a

lesser use of unions. Our studies of more detailed tables

in the previous section suggested that the sex differences

for walk-ins and unions were mainly for lower level jobs and

the sex differences for media ad use were greater for higher

level jobs.
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The netthod of school placement services is of special

concern for our interest in the role of education in career

processes. We learned that use cf school placement shows

the largest difference between low education level jobs and

hish education level jobs, with school placement services

assisting in recuitment mainly at the college level. For

lower education level jobs, high school placement services

are qeed occasionally in *recruiting for female office jobs.

4
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fibiziatuiatica a F.jLag And Jabal =kat*
Related 1,2 Employer Ersamitmant =hods

We have reported how employer recruitment methods differ

on the average for private or public employers. We also

examined how other selected features of the firm and labor''

market are related to the frequency with which different

employer recruitment methods are used for jobs in different

categories of education level and sex composition. These

features are size of labor market, size of firm, industry of

firm, and priority worker traits for the job.

1.1 Size al sstAblishment And law. market

Table 11 reports the coefficients for firm size and city

size as independent variables in multiple regresrton analy-

ses where each employer recruitment method is a dependent

variable (scored 1 to 5 on a scale corresponding to the

range of use from "never" to 'always"), with "percent male

in the job" and "percent with no college in the job" as

additional independent variables in the equations. The size

of the firm* is defined by the employer's answer to the

question: "Overall, about how many persons are currently

employed full-time and paxt-time at this location?" City

size is measured by individual respondents' lanswers to the

* The paragraph preceding this question:made it clear that

the size estimate should apply to a single location for

those organizations that have multiple locations. ."Estab-

lishment" is the phrase often used to signify this unit of

analysis.
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question 'Which the following best describes the location

of the place where you live?" with categories ranging fro 0:2

"In a small city or town of fewer than 50,000 people" to 'In

a very large city over 500,000 people." **
AAP

Table is showsvthat several e4Cier recruitment methods

vry with firm size and/ot cityilze. in the private sec-
L.;

tor, city size has its 'largest effects on the. use of private

employment agencies, community action .)r welfare grOupskand

media ads: the frequency of each 's greater in larger
,

cities. In the private sector, mailer statistically 1.signi-.%

ficant.effects ofgity size include positive effects cn the

use of friends of emploiees, professional organizations and

union referrals, and negative effects on the use of public

employment services. In the public Sector, city' size has

only one large effect: civil service applications 'ire used

more in larger cities. A smaller positive statistically.

signific.knt effect of city size in the public sector is on

the use of community action or welfare groups.

Table 11 about here

The size of firm has large effects on many job recruit-

ment methods in both sectors. In the private sector, firm

size is significantly related in one direction or another to

** Other measures of city urbanicity based on Census data,

such as whether the location is an SMSA or the percent urban

in the county, show the same results as Table 11.
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all methods except use of professional organizations, civil

service applications, and media ads. Larger private sector

establishments more often use community action or welfare

groups, public employment services, unsolicited applicants,

school placement services and union referrals. Larger pri-

vate sector establishments less often use friends as

reported by the employer) and private employment agencies.

The effects of establishment size are much the same in the

public sect.::.

unsolicited applicants, community action or welfare groups,

Establishment size increases the use of

public employment serjces, union referrals aild civil sqr-

vice applications. A sm ler negative effect of establish-

ment size is observed for u= of employee friends.

1.1 =Willy differences

Using census codes for the induct within which each

sample establishment is located, we con tructed dichotomous

variables for eight broad industrial cateries. Table 12

displays how our sample is distributed across the eight

industrial categories wit`-in the private and plU4ic sectors,

and names the most frequent industry codes that appear in

our sample for each category. Our sample of public s\ctor

jobs is concentrated in the categories of Service, Pubilv

administration, and Communications (postal service), with \\\\

all other industrial categories having less than 3 percent \

of our public sector sample and less than half the percent \\
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for the same category found for private sector jobs. The
..c.

.

industrial categoriesth most jobs from our private sector

sample are Services, Manufacturing, and Trade (wholesale and

retail). Other industrial categories that are mainly in the

private sector are Finance, insurance, and real estate;

Transportation communications and utittties; Construction,

and Agriculture and mining.

Table 12 about here

Table 13 summarizes the relationship of industry with\

employer job recruitment methrds within private and public "\

sectors. Each recruitment method is used as a dependent

variable in a regression analysis and the independent varia-

bles are one industry dichtomous variable, size of estab-

lishment, city size, percent with no college in the job and

perbent male in the job. Each set of three coefficients (b,

B, F) in Table 13 is from a separate regression equation

using a particular combination of recruitment method and

industry category in the analysis, along with the remaining

four control variables.

Table 13 about here
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We will describ the major result' of Table 13 in MI

ways. First, we wil discuss each separate industrial cate-

gory and examine the r cruitment methods that are used more

than in other sectors a d the methods that are used less by

comparing B and F statist cs down the columns of each indus-

trial category. Second, 1,4 will examine each recruitment

method separately and highl ght the industrial categories

where it is used especially equently and the categories

where it is used least, by comparing b and F statistics

across the rows of Table 13. We will focus on the large

statistically significant values in Table 13.

Beginning with the Agriculture and mining category in the

private sector, no method stands out for greater use, but

several methods (especially media ads) are used less to

recruit new workers than in other industries. The Construc-*

tion industry is where union referrals stand out as the

characteristic recruitment method, with all other methods

being used less frequently than in other industries. Pri-

vate manufacturing industries use public employment services

and community groups more frequently, and use of friends,

school placement, professional organizations and walk-ins

less frequently. Private Transportation, communications and

`utilities use community groups and unions somewhat more;

me4a ads less. Private wholesale and retail trade indus-

tries !3e much more walk-ins and much less public employment

services. unions and professional organizations. Three
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methods are more frequently used .in private. Finance, insu-

rance and real estate industries: private employment agen-

cies,- friends of employees, and community action groups.

The private Service industries, including schools and hospi-

tals, make especially heavy use of professional organiza-

tions or periodicals, media ads and school or college place-

ment services in their recruitment, and less use of public

employment services and community gro'ips. Industries clas-

sified as Public administration are not a r'gnificant part

of our private sector sample.

In the public sector, we discuss the three industrial

categories where we have, our largest sample. In the Trans-

portation, communication and utilities category (including

the U.S. Postal Service), compared to other public sector

industries, somewhat less use is made of walk-ins or public'

employment services to recruit new workers.

In the Service and the Public administration categories

of public sector industries, we see opposite patterns in the

use of methods. For services, Civil Service applications

and public employment services are used much less than by

other public employers, while unsolicitied applicants are

used somewhat more. A closer examination of the industrial

codes underlying this comparison shows that methods used to

recruit public school teachers largely accounts for this

contrast among public employers.
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On the other hand, the Public administration category of

the pubic sector shows a mud, greater emphasis on using

civil service applications, somewhat greater emphasis on

using public employment services and somewhat lees L3e of

unsolicited applicants, compared to other public employers.

Government officials and workers in this category are the

positions that primarily account for these results.

We now go back over the results of Table 13 to highlight

the industrial categories where each recruitment particu-

larly stands out. In the private sector:

1. Friends of employees are used more frequently in the

Finance, insurance and real estate catgegory (including

banking), and used less in manufacturing.

2. School placement services are used more in Service

industries and in the Finance, insurance and real estate

category, and used less in construction and manufacturing

industries:

3. Professional organizations and periodicals are used

more frequently in Service industries and less in the whole-

sale and retail trade category.

4. Public employment services are more often used in

Manufacturing, and less often in Trade and Service catego-

ries.
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5. Private employment agencies stand out in the Finance,

insurance and real estate category, and less often in Ser-

vices and Trade industries.

6. Community actionigroups are used more to recruit new

workers in the Finance, Manufacturing, and Transportation,

communication and utilities categories, and less in Services

and Construction industries.

7. Media ads are more frequently used to recruit in Ser-

vice industries and less often in Transportation, communica-

tion and utilitieS.

8. Use of unsolicited (walk-in) applicants is much more

typical in retail and wholesale trade industries and some-

what less typical in the Construction, Manufacturing and

Transportation categories.

9. Unions stand out in Construction and Transportation

and are less common to recruit workers in the Trade and

Finance categories.

In the public sector, constrasts in the use of recruit-

ment methods are mainly between the Service and Public

administration categories, where Civil Service and public

employment services characterize the latter and unsolicited

applicants characterize the former.

4 7
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5.3 Specific lob traits

Our analyses have focused on two aspects of jobs (educa-

tion level and sex composition) to study the use of differ-

ent employes recruitment methods. But it is likely that

other aspects of the job, such as the need for particular

worker competencies, may be related to employer methods

after die education level and sex composition of the job are

taken into account. We will use cannonical correlation

analyses of 17 job traits that were rated by employers for

each sample job in our survey to investigate this issue.

Each qmployer was asked to rate each of 17 job traits on

a four point scale from "extremely important" to not at all

important," with the following survey question.

When you are looking for new workers to fill the SAMPLE
job, how important is it that they

...work well at a set routine schedule; that is, are

METHODICAL?

...are able to work well with--their hands; that is have

MANUAL DEXTERITY ?.

...are able to learn new things quickly; that is, are

QUICK LEARNERS?

...are able to read materials about as difficult as the

daily newspaper; that is, have BASIC ADULT LITERACY?

...are at,1 :1. to rsAd complex written materials; that is,

are ADVANCED READERS?

...are able to accu:ately add, subtract, multiply and

divide; that is, can PERFORM BASIC ARITHMETIC?

...are a)le to handle complex numerical calculations;

that is, are EXCELLENT AT MATH?

....Ave prior knowledge of how to perform the spocific

duties of Lille job; that is, have SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE?
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...are able to make a good impression outside the organ-
ization with clients or customers; that is, are good at
CLIENT RELATIONS?

...are likely to stay with the organization for a long
time; that is, will have PERMANENCE?

...are likely to move up within the organization to
higher level jobs; that is, have GROWTH POTENTIAL?

...are able to get along well with people; that is, are
GOOD TEAM MEMBERS?

...will easily accept supervision; that is, have the
PROPER ATTITUDES about work and supervisors?

,..can be counted on to come to work regularly and on
time; that is, are DEPENDABLE?

...can deal with new complex situations; that is, have
GOOD JUDGMENT?

...can provide direction and leadership; that is, CAN
SUPERVISE?

...have OTHER qualifications? (PLEASE SPECIFY) .

Tables 14 and 15 present the results of cannonical corre-

lation analyses using the 17 job trait measures. We will

investigate how the percent of variance accounted for by the

ten employer recruitment methods changes as we use different

combinations of job traits and job composition measures.

Tables 14 and 15 about here

The first column of Table 14 gives results for the pri-

vate sector. Row 1 shows that when ten recruitment methods

are used in a cannonical analysis to predict the percent

with no college in the job and the percent male in the job

the percent of variance accounted for by the cannovical
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equation equals .20682. Row 2 shows that when the measure

of the single job trait of "Methodical" is added to percent

no college aid percent male in a cannonical analyses with

the same ten recruitment methods as predictor variables, the

percent of variance accounted for by the cannonical equation

increases slightly to .21083. Each of the remaining rows 2

through 18 show the amount of variance accounted for by the

best fitting cannonical equation where a different mesure of

one job trait is added to percent no college and percent

male in the job in a prediction equation with the same ten

employer recruitment methods.

The same analyses are shown for the public sector in the

second column of Table 14. We also present parallel analy-

ses in Table 15 where "percent in the job with a college

degree" replaces "percent in the job with no college" for

every estimated equation. Although these measures are

highly related in a negative direction, we repeat the analy-

ses in Table 15 to check whether the pattern of results

changes when we distinguish the educationally most demanding

jobs from all others rather than distinguishing the least

demanding jobs from all others.

Rows 19 through 23 of Tables 14 and 15 present estimates

of the partitioning of variance explained by recruitment

methods among job composition components and job traits.

(These analyses use the same type of calculations described
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earlier for Table 9). Row 19 gives the total variance

accounted for by ten methods predicting both job composition

measures and all 17 job trait measures. Row 20 presents tne

variance accounted for by predicting only the 17 job traits.

Rows 21, 22 and 23 present the unique and joint proportions

of variance explained.

We draw the following conclusion from Tables 14 and 15:

I. Job compositOn measures (education level and sex

composition) and job trait measures have some common rela-

tionship to the kinds of recruitment methods used by employ-

ers to fill job vacancies, but some job traits reveal addi-

tional impact on the recruitment methods.

The 17 job.traits are more strongly related than the two

job composition measures to differences in job recruitment

methods (row 20 versus row 1). But the two sets of varia-

bles overkap considerably in their ability to account for

variations in recruitment methods, as seen from the bottom

three lines. We estimate that the joint contribution of job

composition and job traits in accounting for job recruitment

difference is about half of the total variance explained

(line 23). The unique contribution of job composition meas-

ures in the equations is estimated to be between 12 and 15

percent (line 22), while the unique contribution of job

traits is estimated to be between 30 and 40 percent. In

other words, when we characterize jobs only by their educa-
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tion and sex composition, we can account for between 60 and

70 percent of the variance in job recruitment methods, com-

pared to the predictive power when 17 job traits are also

available with eduaction and sex composition^to measure job

differences.

2. The specific job traits which add most to accounting

for recruitment methods beyond what is picked up by job com-

position are client relation s, advanced reading, and good

judgment in the private sector; and supervisory skills, good

judgment, and basic arithmetic in the public sector.

An inspection of each of the columns of Table 14 and 15

reveals which individual job traits add most explanatory

power to the equation. We indicate the rank order among the

17 traits in parentheses on each line.

3. our understanding of the particular recruitment meth-

ods that are used more often to target each specific trait

may be helped by a comparison of the cannonical weights

associated with each variable for the first equation esti-

mated for ten methods with two job composition mesures

(equation associated with line 1) versus the weights for

equations where one job trait is added to the equation

(lines 2 through 18). In addition, the inspection of

weights for variables in a follow-up cannonical equation on

residual variation may be helpful, if the weight for the job

trait measure stands out from the job composition measures
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in the particular equation. These anfilyses will be the sub-

ject of further research.

Recruitment And ank Search Methods,

Ate lislittAd tQ. /WA And Ulan hAracteriptics
al Intl And A

we can also investigate whether the methods used to match

job openings with job applicants differ or racial or ethnic

minorities, when other characteristics of\the job and appli-

cant are taken into account Do blacks and Hispanics have

equal access to the' information about job vacancies and have

equal opportunities to become candidates for the positions

for which they otherwise qualify?

We address this question with analyses that use race of

job and job applicant to parallel our earlier investigations

of the determinants of.sex composition of jobs. First, we

examine relationships in the public and private sectors

controlling for sex and education levels. Table 16 summa-

rizes multiple regression analyses to estimate how each

tIVAUSS recruitment method is related to percent black or

percent Hispanic in the job, controlling for percent male in

the job, percent with no college in the job and sector.

Tables 17 and 18 report cannonical correlational results

concerning employer recruitment methods. Table 19 presents

results from multiple regression analyses of employee, job

search methods.
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Second, we will look at relationships within fliced cats- .

gorier of the education level of the job. Tables 20 and 21

present these results.

8nai And Athnia 4f a. santarsztlins Ira ind Siba-
il= luta

The following conclusions are drawn from Tables 16, 17,

and 18:
c.

1. In the private sector, jobs with higher percent black,

composition are strongly related to the use of community

action or welfare groups as an emplOyer recruitment method.

Table 16 shows this finding in in row 8 for the Private Sec-

tor. This is substantiated in Table where the third can-

nonical equation (CANV3) associated mostly with job race in

the Private sector (row 13) has one recruitment method (row

7) that is much larger than any others in the same column

and row: use of Community groups. This cannonical correla-

tion result indicates that the use of community groups is a

recruitment method primarily related to the race composition

of the job.

The other method in the private sector with an especially

strong association with job race composition use of media

ads, which is negatively related to jobs with larger black

concentrations.
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2. In the public sector, no method really stands out as

one producing large independent impacts on the race composi-

tion of jobs. There is some indication in Table 16 of a

negative impact of use of media ads or professional organi-

zations on producing higher black representation in jobs.

But, in Table 17, no cannonical equation associated with

race of job passes conventional levels of statistical signi-

ficance.

3. The Hispanic composition of jobs in the private sec-

tor is not clearly related to recruitment' methods that are

independent of other job composition factors. Table 18,

which reports three stages of cannonical analyses in the

Private Sector, produces no equation with a high weight for

Percent Hispanic in the Job (row 13). The only statisti-

cally significant value in TAble 16 associated in the Pri-

vate Sector with Hispanic composition is the netagive effect

of use of media ads (row 18).

4. In the public sector, the use of community action or

welfare groups has a clear positive relationship to Percent

Hispanic in the Job. This can be observed in Table 16 for

the Public Sector (row 17) and in Table 18 for the third

equation in the Public Sector (CANV2. row 7). There is also

some suggestion from the cannonical analyses in Table 18

that using friends of employees to fill Public jobs has a

positive impact on Percent Hispanic, and using Civil Service
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applications has a negative impact, but these suggestions

are not substantiated in Table 16 results.

5. Analyses that use employee search methods have few

silmilarities to the results just reported from analyses of

employer recruitment methods. Table 19 shows the results

from regressions using employee data. For example, in con-

trast to earlier Tables, Table 19 suggests that blacks and

Hispanics use public employment services more than whites to

obtain private sector jobs.

As we concluded earlier, the employee reports may be

especially useful for learning about informal methods of

finding jobs, such as use of friends and relatives or in

direct applications (walk-ins). Table 19 does not indicate

race and ethnic differences in these factors, with the pos-

sible exception of less frequent use by blacks of direct

. application in the private sector.

6,.2 Race, and ethnic effects yithin education levels

As was true with our study of sex differences, some

interesting race and ethnic patterns emerge when we examine

jobs within fixed categories of education level. Table 20

presents results for percent black in the job and Table 21

presents results for percent Hispanic in the job.

1. With regard to methods associated with higher black

compositions in private sector jobs, Table 20 shows that use
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of community groups (positive) and edia ads (negative) have

impacts at each education level. The strongest method, use

community groups may even grow in importance for produc-

ing blacks in jobs as the education level of the position

increases (aaomparison of b across. row 7) .

Table 2 also suggests two methods that are only impor-

tant for coll ge degree private sector jobs in relation to

percent black i the position. First, use of friends of

employees as a jo recruitment method is negatively related

to percent black in his category, suggesting that the

informal networks in o eration are mainly useful to whites

at this level. Second, 40en union referrals are used to

recruit workers for college\degree jobs (which is not

often), they tend to produce higher black compositions.

2. In the public sector, theie is no method that consis-

tently produces a significantly hiker black percentage for

all eduction level categories of jolot

In the public sector at the college degree level only, we

note that use of friends of employees is nertively related

to percent black in the job, just as was true\in the private

sector at this level. Informal social networks apparently

help whites get college level jobs more than blacks. That

is, the social networks to which white are attached are more

useful for access to higher level jobs than the social\net-

works to which blacks are attached. We will further examine
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the issue of the "quality" of th social networks used by

blacks to obtain jobs in the next ection of this paper. We

will examine the type of job obtainetkby blacks who use

segregated black social networks versui\blacks who use

desegregated social networks that include white friends to

find jobs.

3. In terms of private sector methods that produce

higher Hispanic concentrations in jobs, no single method has

a consistent impact across all education levels of jobs

(Table 21).

4. In the public sector, the use of community groups may

produce a stronger relationship with Percent Hispanic as the

education level of the job increases (comparison of values

across row 17 of Table 21). It looks as if use of community

groups is an especially useful method for Hispanics to fill

nigher level jobs. However, the impact of community groups

is not very strong for Hispanics at any given education

level of jobs.

Use of Civil Service applications in the public sector

appears to have a negative impact in producing high Hispani'

concentrations in high school level jobs, while the reverse

may be true for college level jobs (row 14, Table 21).
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1.1 A closer look at black use DI social networks.

In our discussion of Table 20, we noted some interesting

interactions of racial differences in the use of informal

social networks and the educational level of the job: col-

lege level jobs that are filled by the use of informal net-

works are less likely to have black workers, indicating that

college level jobs that have fewer black incumbents tend to

use white social networks for recruiting applicants, and

these networks are not as accessible to black job seeker.

For lower level jobs, no significant relationship was

observed in Table 20 between an employer's use of social

networks to fill the job and percent black in the job. We

will now look closer at race effects from the use of social

networks, by examining the questionnaire item from the indi-

vidual survey concerning the use of friends to find a job.

Table 22 shows the percent of workers who reported using

friends or relatives to find their job, tabulated by race,

sex and education level of the worker and sector of the job.

There is a clear ordering of percentages according to educa-

tion level of the worker in the private sector: social net-

works are used more by workers at lower levels of education

than at higher levels. There is also an interesting pattern

of race differences: for the most part whites use social

networks more f'eguently than blacks to find jobs in the

arivate sector, but blacks use social networks more than

5 9
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whites to find public sector jobs. The race differences in

the private sector favoring white use of social networks are

especially pronounced for males. The race differences

favoring blacks use of.friends or relatives in the public

sector are largest at the college degree level. (The rever-

sal in the race pattern in the public sector is probably due

to some bias of reports in the category of black males with

some college that fails to fit the expected education trend

or other reasonable patterns of percentages).

The race contrasts in Table 22 can be interpreted like

the patterns noted in Table 20: where jobs are more domi-

nated by whites, the social networks used in recruitment

will.be white, so that blacks will be more deprived of

access to the useful information and contacts such networks

provide. In the case of Table 22, private jobs have a

higher percentage of white workers creating more white chan-

nels of informal job search connections in the private sec-

for and more black networks in the public sector. This con-

tributes to the pattern where social networks are more

useful to whites than blacks for finding private sector

jobs, while the opposite race pattern is usually observed in

the public sector.

In Table 23, we focus entirely on black workers who are

high school graduates (with no college) to compare the Xindg

of jobs obtained by using social networks of different
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racial compositions. Although we have no direct.informatipn

on whether the friendship networks used by blacks to find/

jobs are segregated (mostly black friends) or desegregated

(includes white friends) we may be able to get at this dis-

tinction indirectly. In Table 23*, we use combinations of

categories of whether the black worker used friends to find

the job (column 1) and whether the black worker graduated

from a segregated or desegregated high school (column 2) to

infer the type of informal friendship networks accessible to

each worker and used by each worker. In column 3 of Table

23 we infer different types of social networks from the

variable cross-classifications in column 1 and column 2, to

study the kinds of jobs blacks obtain in each case. Table

23 presents these measures of the type of job: the average

percent white of coworkers in the same job (column 4), the

average percent white of co-workers in the same firm (column

5), the average hourly wage now paid for the job as reported

by the employer in 1983 (column 8), and the average hourly

wage paid earlier in thejob as reported by the entry-level

employee in 1976 or 1979. There are clear differences of

job type shown in Table 23 depending on whether the black

worker had access to black or white friendship networks and

used them to find the job.

Looking first at the black males, we find that those who

used desegregated social networks (row 4) get the highest

paying positions in firms and jobs with the highest percent

61
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of white co-workers. Those black vale high school graduates

who used segregated black social networks (row 3) on the

average get the lowest paying positions in firma and jobs

with the lowest percentage of white co-workers. Those black

males who did ngt use social networks to find their job

(rows 1 and 2), fall in between the other groups in pay

level and desegregation of co-workers. Put another way, the

value of social networks for finding good jobs by blacks

depends upon the kind of social networks being used: black

friendship networks lead to poorer paying more segregated

jobs (it is better to use other job search techniques) and

white friendship networks lead to better paying less segre-

gated work.

The bottom half of Table 23 (rows 5 through 8) report the

results for female black high school graduates in private

sector jobs. There are no large consistent differences in

average job pay that depend upon use of social networks for

black females. But the same patterns for racial composition

of co-workers that we observed for black males are also true

for black females. Those who use desegregated networks have

the highest percent white co-workers, those who use segre-

gated networks have the lowest percent white co-workers, and

those who do not use social networks fall in between.

The wage pattern interpretation is clearest from the
employer data (column 6). The highest paying job on the
average is consistently found to come from use of desegre-
gated networks (columns 6 and 7), but the lowest paying job
interpretation depends upon the measure being used.
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Summary And aamaisaign sit .tAU And ethnic Atlanta

Thd most important race and ethnic differences in methods

through which individuals become candidates for job openings

may be in the at:Ality of the method rather than in the ixpl

of method used in the job recruitment and job search pro-

cesses.

We found few overall race and ethnic differences in type

of method that were not primarily due to contrasts in educa-

tional level different jobs and social groups. Except

for the use of community groups in the private sector as a

method that produces jobs with higher black representations,

and the use of community groups in the public sector as a

method that produces jobs with higher Hispanic concentra-

tions, our analyses do not indicate large consistent race or

ethnic differences in access to jobs through alternative

recruitment methods. Although there were no overall large

race differences in the use of informal networks of friends,

we did find race differences in how such informal social

networks were use to match workers with particular job

vacancies.

Use of friends of employees to recruit job applicants was

negatively related to black representation in college level

jobs in both the public and private sectors. This finding

suggests that the quality of informat' ,n and contacts within

particular methods that may be more important than the aim-
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pie use of a method. In this case, the social networks used

by whites appear to carry more useful infontation and con-

tacts for access to college level jobs thau do the social

networks used by most blacks at this education level. Fur-

thermore, we observed opposite racial patterns in private

and public sectors in the level of use of social networks to

find jobs. Whites used friends and relatives more fre-

quently than blacks to find private sector jobs, while

blacks used these methods more frequently than whites in the

public sector. We interpreted this difference to be the

consequence of the greater concentration of white workers in

the private sector that produce segregated white social net-

works used by white job seekers in this sector, and the con

verse pattern of black concentrations and segregated black

informal job networks used by blacks in the public sector.

Similarly, the racial composition of social networks was

a factor in our further investigation of the types of jobs

Mild by black high school graduates in the private sector.

Black males who used desegregated networks found higher

average paying jobs in less segregated firms, while those

who used segregated (black) networks became employed in

lower paying more racially segregated jobs, and those who

did not use social networks were between the other two

groups.

6
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Taken together, it appears from our results that there

are important race and ethnic differences in the first stage

of the employment process that derive from the quality of

recriutment and job search methods to which the different

groups have access.

1. StimmarY And Discussion

Our investigations of how employers recruit new workers

indicates some general ways that education plays a major

role in career processes and some areas where the school's

role is weak.

First, education level of the job is a major determinant

of what job recruitment methods and job search methods are

used. Education level is much more important in this regard

than sex, race, or ethnic factors. Education level alone

also picks up a majority (from 60 to 70 percent) of the var-

iance explained in job recruitment methods by various meas-

ures of job traits.

We find that jobs usually held by individuals with higher

education levels are filled more often by School placement,

Professional organizations, Private employment agencies, and

Media ads. At the other end of the education spectrum,

lower level jobs are more often filled by public employment

services, community groups, walk-ins and unions.
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Second, the specific method associated with educational

institutions--placement services conducted by schools or

colle!As--is often used for matching individuals to higher

level (college) jobs, bdt infrequently used otherwise. When

school placement services are used to fill high school level

jobs, it is pr.marily for office jobs filled by females.

Some evidence exists that females end minorities experi-

ence unequal access to job recruitment methods used by white

males at the same education levels but we do find differ-

ences in recruitment methods and employment. Blacks are

proportionally much more likely to work in public sector

jobs and to use community groups to find private sector

jobs. Blacks also seem to have less useful social contacts

to find higher level jobs, for private sector jobs, and for-

some higher payingjobs in desegregated work environments.

Jobs filled by women make less use of union referrals and

more use of direct applications and media ads.
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Figure 1

Employer Recruitment Methods for Private Sector Male Jobs

Sc.h CS Pub Pri Comm Ads Walk

Education Level of Job
771 High ool MI College

Fr = Friends of Employees

Sch = School Placement

Prof = Professional Organizacions

CS = Civil Service

Pub = Public Employment Serv.

= Private Employment Serv.

Comm\= Community Groups

Ads =\edia Ads

Walk =

Un = Uniorie
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TABLE I

Percent of Employers Who Use Differeot .lob Recruitment Methods, and

Percent of Employees Who Use Different Job Search Methods,

by Employment Sector

Total

(N=3389)

7.. (Rank)

Employer Employee

Private
Sector

(N = ::530)

Public
Sector

(N=859)

t-statistic

Tutal Private
Sector

(N=3810) (N=2900)

Z (Rank) % (Rank) % (Rank) % (Rank)

Friends 34.5 (2) 38.6 (2) 22.7 (6) -8.48***

Relatives 15.8 116.8

,29.3
Friends 29.0 (2) (2)

School placement service 26.0 (5) 24.5 (5) 30.4 (4) 3.77*** 8.9 (4) 7.3 (4)

Professional organizations 8.9 (7) 7.7 (7) 12.2 (8) 3.91*** 1.4 (8.5) 1.4 (8)

Civil Service 11.1 (8) 2.7 (10) 35.5 (2) 29.21*** 4.9 (6) 0.4 (10)

Public employment service 27.8 (4) 27.0 (4) 30.1 (5) 1.48 6.9 (5) 6.2 (5)

Private employment service 5.9 (9) 7.0 (8) 2.4 (10)-4.95** 3.7 (7) 4.7 (6)

Community groups 14.0 (6) 11.6 (6) 20.9 (7) 6.78*** 0.9 (10) 0.5 (9)

Media ads 33.2 (3) 33.6 (3) 31.9 (3) -0.88 11.0 (0) 12.4 (3)

Direct application (walk-in) 60.e (1) 60.4 (1) )8.8 (1) -0.79 37.) (1) 37.7 (1)

Union referral 5.7 (1C) 5.9 (9) 4.6 (8) -1.47 1.4 (8.5) 1.7 (7)

Sum = 2.271 1.212

*** = p4;.001

** = p <.01

* p<.05
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Public 'Pub.-Pri.
Sector t-statistic
(N=910)

% (Rank)

12.8 -2.82**

27.7 (2) -0.96

14.0 (4) 6.13***

1.5 (8) 0.28

19.0 (3) 24.37***

9.0 (5) 2.92**

0.7 (9) -5.59***

2.0 (7) 4.16***

6.8 (6) -4.68***

36.2 (1) -0.82

0.4 (10)-2.81**
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TABLE 2

Correlation between Employee Job Search Methods

and Employer Job Recruitment Methods Used for the Same Job

Employee Methods

Employer Methods

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-11

1. School placement service .133 .085 .044 -.034 .031 -.004 -.011 -.010 -.004 -.024

2. Professional organizations .070 .086 -.001 -.046 .019 -.012 -.002 -,025 .000 .014

3. Civil Service -.03k -.035 .462 11 -.071 .074 -.014 -.068 .014 -.125

4. Public employment se rice -.037 -.016 .025 .074 .005 ..015 .005 -.044 -.016 -.034

5. Private employment s;:rvice .040 .055 -.0ti3 .026 .201 .022 .045 -.006 -.010 .024

G. Community group -.0O3 .0u8 .029 .042 -.007 .064 .025 -.014 .005 -.034.

7. Media ads .027 .025 -.026 -.013 .053 -.002 .145 .016 -.023 .006

8. Direct application (wa.k-in) .068 .030 -.040 -.058 -.058 -.006 -.010 .049 -.030 -.014

9. Union referral -.055 -.040 -.043 -.045 -.034 -.046 -.030 -.072 .188 -.022

10. Relatives -.096 -.075 -.024 .014 -.069 .004 -.092 -.020 .039 .003

11. Friends -.040 -.008 -.018 .012 -.053 -.001 -.006 .002 .017 .051



TAMA: 3

Percent of Employers Who Rank Each Job

Kecruituv Methods as "Most Important" and as
"On.: of Three Most Important", by Sector

(N=1945)

Percent:
Most Important

Method

Percent:
One of Three

Most Important Methods

Total Private
Sector
(N=1362)

Public
Sector
(N=583)

Total

(N=1945)

Private
Sector
(N=1362)

Public
Sector
(N=583)

T-test
(Pri-Pub)

1. Friends of employees 17.1 20.6 8.9 50.4 55.7 33.4 -10.05***

2. School placement service 9.5 8.5 11.7 31.1 30.6 32.1 0.64

3. Professional organizations 1.7 1.8 1.7 14.1 13.5 15.6 1.22

4. Civil Service 9.2 2.9 23.8 16.0 8.0 34.8 15.66***

5. Public employmentSwrvicc 12.3 12.8 11.1 35.6 35.8 35.0 -0.35

6. Private employment service 2.5 3.5 0.2 9.3 12.0 2.9 -6.41***

7. Community groups 0.9 0.4 1.9 11.0 9.7 14.1 2.83**

8. Media aus 18.4 20.4 13.7 43.0 45.3 37.7 -3.09**

9. Walk-ins 19.6 21.6 15.1 57.1 57.3 56.6 -0.30

10. Union referrals 1.2 1.7 0.2 3.6 4.6 -3.46**

11. Other 7.5 5.7 11.7 12.6 9.8 19.0 5.65*

*** - p .G01

*a p e .01

p .05
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TABLE 4

Summary of Factor Analysis of Employer

Recruitment Methods, by Employment Sector

Private Sector

Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix

Communality
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

1. Friends of employees .10036 .00147 .25265 .07391

2. School placement serv. .44576 .14948 .13215 .23851

3. Professional orgs. .74060 .04874 .02908 .55171 .

4. Civil Service .24336 .26595 -.02051 .13037 ,...,

5. Public empl. serv. .12555 .48937 .13670 .27394

6. Private empl. serv. .46983 .08306 .03800 .22909

7. Community groups .08912 .83377 .34698 .82351

8. Media ads .33036 -.02724 .24756 .17117

9. Walk-ins -.00412 .07593 .31801 .10691

10. Unions -.00928 .29258 -.17303 .11563

Public Sector

11. Friends of employees .08519 .17593 .28219 .11784

12. School placement serv. .12467 .54940 .21605 .36406

13. Professional orgs. .04376 .79359 .10119 .64194

1-.. Civil Service .15318 -.13225 -.22040 .08953

15. Public empl. serv. .71507 .13582 .03111 .53074

16. Private empl. serv. .22445 .25189 .05523 .11688

17. Community groups .64609 .11722 .05978 .43475

13. Media ads .29861 .36207 .16053 .24603

19. Walk-ins .27382 .05392 .68497 .54707

20. Unions
.26383 .06044 .14926 .09554

rib
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TABLE 5

Summary of Multiple Regression Analyses of
Demographic Characteristics of Job on Employer

Recruitment Methods, with One Control Variable*, by Sector

(b unstandardisad regression coeff.; B - standardized regression coeff.)

Private Sector (N3100)

Independent Variable
(Job Recruitment Method)

Percent
in

Dependent Variable

with no College
in the Job

Male
the Job

Percent

b

(1)

B

(2)

F

(3)

b

(4)

B

(5)

F

(6)

1. Friends of employees -.0094 -.029 (2.6) .0012 004 (0.0)

2. School placement serv. -.0256 -.080 (18.1) -.0920 -.299 (303.4)

3. Professional orgs. -.0054 -.013 (0.5) -.1140 -.295 (298.3)

4. Civil Service .0176 .031 (2.9) -.0239 -.043 (5.9)

5. Public empl. serv. -.0054 -.018 (1.0) .0435 .152 (73.8)

6. Private empl. serv. -.0079 -.018 (1.1) -.0726 -.180 (104.8)

7. Community groups -.0110 -.030 (2.9) .0186 .033 (9.1)

8. Media ads -.0269 -.081 (25.3) -.0477 -.168 (90.2)

9. Walk-ins -.0340 -,103 (33 5) .0179" .056 (9.9)

10. union referrals .0698 .162 (83.2) .0317 .076 (17.9)

Public Sector (N=978)

11. Friends of"employees -.0113 -.038 (1.4) -.0072 -.023 (0.5)

12. School placement serv. -.0189 -.069 (3.9) -.1160 -.410 096.8)

13. Professional orgs. .0216 .066 (3.8) -.1192 -.352 (138.6)

14. Civil Service -.0173 -.080 (6.2) .0388 .174 (30.3)

15. Public empl. serv. -.0062 -.024 (0.5) .0372 .138 (19.1)

16. Private empl. serv. -.0269 -.052 (2.7) -.0039 -.007 (0.0)

17. Community groups .0068 .02=4 (0.6) .0296 .100 (9.9)

18. Media ads .0077 .029 (0.8) -.0362 -.121 (17.1)

19. Walk-ins -.0188 -.062 (3.8) .0078 .025 (0.6)

20. union referrals .0208 .061 (3.6) .0143 .032 (0.9)

'valen "Percent Male in the job" is the dependent variable, "Percent with no College" is the

control variable; when "Percent with no College in the Job" is the dependent variable.

"Percent ".ale" is the control variable.
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TABLE 6

Summary of Multiple Regression Analyses of
Job Search Methods on Individual's Sex and Educational

Attainment, by.. Sector

(b = unstandardized regression coeff.; B a standardized regression coeff.)

gra

Dependent Variable
(Job Search Method)

1. Relatives
2. Friends
3. School placement serv.
.. Professional orgs.
5. Civil Service
6. Public empl. serv.
7. Private empl. serv. n

8. CoMmunity groups
9. Media ads
10. Direct application
11. Union

12. Relatives
13. Friends
1.. School placement serv.
15. Professional orgs.
16. Civil Service
L7, Public empl. serv.

Private empl. serv.

19. Community groups
20. Media ads
21. Direct application
22. Union

s,

b
(1)

.0608

.0447
. .0048

.0034

.0049

-.141
-.0265
-.0048
-.0501
.0171

.0230

.0291

.0058

-.0056
-.0022
.0182

-.0037
..0029

-.0100

-.0214
.03.3

-.0026

Private Sector (13100)

Independent Variables*

Sex 'Educational Attainment

B

(2)

.081

.049

.009

.014

.036
-.029
-.062
-.003
-.076
.017

.089

.042

.006

-.007
-.008
.002

-.006
.018

-.035
-.041
.033

-.019

Public Sector) ''.2978)

F.

(3)

(1.7)

(0.0)
(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.5)
(0.0)

(0.3)

(1.2)

(1.7)

(1.2)
(0.3)

(4.1)
(2.6)

(12.3)

(3.4)

(18.0)

(0.9)

(24.9)

b
(4)

(21.0) -.0664
(7.4) - .0256-

(0.2) .0549
(0.6) .0106'

-.0002
0035
.0180
.0020

.0207

.0087

-.0001

-.0307

-.0040
0885
.0046

-.0323
-.0323
.0023

-.0072
-.0138
.0568

.0020

B

(5)

-.135

-.042
.160

.068

-.000
-.010
.065

.021

.047

.013

-.000

-.073

-.007,
.205

.030

,7.090
.022

-.041
-.044
.095

.024

(58.3)

(5.7)
(81.0)

(14.4)

(0.0)
(0.3).

..(13.3)

(1.4)
(7.1)
(0.5)

(0.0)

F
(6)

(5.3)

(0.0)
(42.8)

(0.8)

(10.2)
(8.2)

(0.5)
(1.6)

(1.9)

(8.9)

(0.5)

Sex: Male = 1; Female - 0

Education attainment: 1 Hi4h School, 2 = Some College, 3 = College Degree
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!ABLE 7

How Employer Recruilment Mth1.. are Related to !)es Composition of lobs, by Mural lona! Level and Sector*

Private '.e! for

High '.:losil ib.

b 8

18-192',/

F

Some' 1011ese:John

b H

(N=790)

F

College

b

Degree lobe (N=5511)

8 F

I. Friends of employees -.0092. -.027 ( 1.4) -.0149 -.0,9 ( 1 9) -.0058 -.020 ( 0.2)

2. S:hool placement -arvi.e -.0468 -.112 (33.5) -.0116 -.016 ( 1.01 -.0094 -.034 ( 0.6)

1. Professional ',realizations -.0171 -.014 ( 2.1) -.0226 -.08 ( 2.6)
0

-.0036 -.012 .( 0.1)

.,. Civil Service .0221 .016 ( 2.6: .0217 .019 ( 1.2) .0026 .005 ( 0.0)

Public umlvmpot .arviie -.0042 -.014 ( I). t) -.0144 -.048 ( 1.8) .0098 .033 ( 0.4)

h. Private emolomcot ..VIrldie -.0112 -.064 ( 8.0) .0010 .003 ( 0.0) .0257 .016 ( 3.3)

/. community 1:roops .00G) .000 ( 0.0) -.0163 -.107 ( 9.0) -.0148 -.042 ( 1.0)

M. Media ads -.0208 -.068 ( 9.8) -.0186 -.Ill (13.9) -.0420 -.156 (13.8)

q. Walk-ins -.012' 05 (I -.0112 - IR (11.1) -.0145 -.048 ( 1.3)

10. Onion Reletyls .0865 .206 (8 ) .0389 .t.c15 1 5.6) .0247 .050 ( 1.4)

Public Netot

High School .1obs.. (F1=4.71).

_

SomeColle.v Aobs_(N.258)__

----------

College

-
Deree Jobs (N=292)

11. Friends of employees o 3 -.088 ( 3.7) .0119 .049 ( 0.6) -.0186 -.073 ( 1.6)

I School placement service _49 -S2 ( 1.5) -.0079 -.029 f 0.2) -.0353 -.'18 ( 5.2)

I I. Professional organizations .0385 .081 ( 3.6) .1)094 .026 ( 0.2) .0089 .034 ( 0.3)

I Civil Service .0219 .107 ( 5.f.) .0401 .184 ( 8 4) .0098 .048 ( 0.7:

I'). Public employment service .0040 .014 ( 0.1) -.0252 -.100 ( 2.5) .0019 .016 ( 0.1)

Ih. Private implqyment servii.. -.0106 -.020 ( 0.2) -.0h48 -.127 ( 4.2) -.0222 -.051 ( 0.8)

--
11. unity roupsComm g .0163 .055 ( 1.5) .0145 .053 ( 0.7) .0177 .068 ( 1.4)

18. Media ads .0146 .012 ( 1 3) .0040 .015 ( 0.1) .0053 .022 ( 0.1)

19. Walk-ins -.00( 1 -.001 ( G.0) -.0203 -.070 1 1.2) -.0479 -.175 ( 9.1)

'0. Onion Referrals .0525 .118 ( 6.8) .0667 .133 ( 4.6) -.0336 -.085 ( 2.1)

High Sclop.1 lobs are those where )0 percent or more of the job incumbents have no more than a high school diploma; grime College Jahs are where 50

percent or more have some college. College lobs are 50 percent or more have some college; College Degree Jobs are where 53 percent or more have

'college degrees. Each net of coefficients (h, B, 1.) is from a separate regression analysis. where "Percent male in the lob: is the dependent

variable. nnd one employes recrottment method is the first Independent variable, and "Percent with High School Education in the Job" or "Percent

with a (allege Degree in the lob: AR the second independent variable.
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Fmployer Methods:

1ARLL

%Immo'? nl '.1x ' outonlr.rl ( fIr nr, 1 at ion

Private (N = 11(10)

(.ANV 1 CANV 2

rohllf (9 978) iota) (N r 4078)

cANV I tANV 2 CANV I (ANV 2

Flist Set

I. Friends .086 -.051 .105 -.116 .1 18 -.036

2. School pla..ment -.548 -.098 -.690 -.4go -.614 -.212

3. Professional organization -.374 .305 -.145 .670 -.418 .402

4. Civil Service .005 .137 .200 .120 -.055 .004

5. Public service .429 -.204 .2)8 -.222 .399 -.179

h. Private service -.194 .06z .078 -.181 -.088 -.053

1. Comm fly group .050 -.166 .201 .211 .082 -.085

8. Ads -.253 -.728 -.107 f.,1 -.201 -.149-

9. Walk-In .071 -.478 .110 .. u.') .085 -.496

10. Union .196 .703 .020 .40 .150 .750

Second Set

I. lob t no college .9h7 -.269 .998 -.075 18.1 -.201

2. lob % mole .183 .987 .024 1.001 .111 .998

Figenvalue (.207) (.041) (.262) (.031) (.220) (.014)

F.mp. ee Methods:

First Set

I. Relatives .578 .011 .403 NS .567 .201

2. Friends .215 .208 .02I .17') .291

1. School placement -.467 .51', -.568 -.588 .509

4. Professional organization -.120 .22? -.093 -.130 .256

5. Civil Service -.051 .296 .491 -.0)7 .149

6. Public service .045 -.170 .30P .123 -.259

7. Private service -.216 -.041 -.065 -.190 -.031

8. Community group -.042 -.125 .018 -.060 -.071

9. Ads -.236 -.151 -.054 -.141 -.125

10. Walk-1n -.108 -.013 -.162 -.112 074

11. Union .316 .543 .0h1 .282 .638

Second Set

1. Job % no college .058 -.522 .961 .897 -.451

2. lob % mole .444 .900 .292 .368 .434

Eigenvall .. (.0') (.019) (.066) (.011) (.061) (.014)
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TABLE 9

Partitioning of Variance Accounted for by

Employer Recruitment Methods

Private Public Total

Unique (Sex composition) .00552 (2.7%) .00014 (0.1%) .00228 (1.0%)

Unique (Educ. composition) .15366 (74.3%) .17236 (8J.3%) .17937 (81.3%)

Joint (Sex and Education) .04764 (23.0%) .03411 (16.6%) .03891 (17.6%)

Total .20682 (100%) .28194 (100%) .22056 (100%)
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Table 10

PERCENT OF PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS WHO FREQUENTLY USE

VARIOUS JOB RECRUITMENT METHODS FOR MALE JOBS WITH DIFFERENT EDUCATION LEVELS,

WITH ADJUSTMENT FACTORS* FOR SECTOR AND JOB SEX

Job Recruitment Method

Education Level of Job Adjustment Factor for:

High
School

Some
College

College
Degree

Sector
(Public)

Job Sex
(Feuale)

Friends of employees 38 37 38 -16 +1

School placement service 14 27 44 +2 +3

Professional organizations 4 8 17 +3 -1

Civil service 3 4 3 +34 -3

Public employment services 32 24 16 +4 -1

Private employment services 3 10 16 -5 0

Ccz,munity groups 13 12 8 +10 -1

Media ads 26 34 34 -4 +5

Walk -ins
59 52 51 -15 +8

Union refers 10 6 3 -1 -4
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TABLE 11.

Effect of Firm Size and City Size on Frequency

of Use of Different Employer Recruitment Meth-ds, Kith

2 Controls* by Sector

Dependent Variable
(Job Search Method)

1. Friends of employees
2. School placement serv.

3. Professional orgs.
4. Civil Ser, ice

5. Public empl. serv.

6. Private empl. serv.

7. Community groups

8. Media ads

9. Walk-ins
10. Union referrals

11. Friends of employees

12. School placement serv.

13. Professional ores.

14. Civil Service
15. Public empl. serv.

16. Private empl. serv.

17. Community groups

18. Media ads

19. Walk-Lns
20. Onion referrals

(

Private Sector N3100

Firm Size City Size

b . B F b 8

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

-.1145 -.040 ( 4.8)

. 2998 .103 (36.5)

.0389 .017 ( 0.9)

.0456 .028 ( 2.4)

.5403 .173 (96.8)

-.0885 -.040 ( 5.1)

.8281 .320 (352.7)

.0315 .010 ( 0.3)

.4735 .168 (89.4)

.1586 .073 (17.1)

I
. 0411 .037 ( 4.J)

-.0026 -.002 ( 0.0),

.0330 .037 ( 4.4)

.0082 .013 ( 0.5)

-.0598 ,-.049 ( 7.7)

.0964 :117 (39.0)

.0740 (18.2)

.0927 .ui6 (17.8)

.0121 .011 ( 0.4)

.0331 .039 ( 4.8)

Public Sector (N978)

Firm Size City Size

b B F b B F

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

-.1641 -.062 ( 3.6)

.0493 .017 ( 0.3)

-.0308 -.013 ( 0.2)

. 3821 .104 (10.9)

.4153 .137 (18.1)

.0115 .008 ( 0.0)

.5192 .188 (34.5)

. 1612 .055 ( 2.8)

.6061 .212 (32.4)

.2594 .146 (20.1)

.0065 .006 ( 0.0)

-.0120 -.009 ( 0.1)

.0160 .015 ( 0.2)

. 2317 .144 (20.7)

-.0521 -.039 ( 1.5)

-.0131 -.016 ( 0.2)

.0788 .r5 ( 4.1)

-.0335 -.025 ( C.6)

-.0628 -.054 ( 2.9)

.0826 .010 ( 0.1)

* Control variables are "percent male in the job" and "percent with no college in the job".
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Table 12

Distribution of Industries in Sample of Employers and Jobs

Industrial
Category

1. Agriculture and
Mining

2. Construction

3. Manufacturing

4. Transportation,

Comm. & Util.

Trade

6. Finance, Ins. &
Real Estate

7. Services

8. Public
Administration

Private Sector Public Sector

in Most frequent % in Most frequent
industries in sample le Sample,!ample industries in Sample

2.5 Crude oil, Coal,
Agriculture

4.3 Construction

24.2 Motor vehicle,
Apparel, Chem.,
Steel, Elec equip,
Printing

7.8 Telephone, Trucking,
.Elec. Vtil.,
Railroads

22.7 Eating & Drinking
Places; Dept. Stores',
Grocery Stores

9.5 Banking, Insurance

28.4 Hospitals, Schools,
Bus. Serv., Hotels

0.6 Justice & S..fety,
Environm_at,
Quality or Housing
Administration

0.6 Forestry

2.1 Construction

2.7 Paint mfgr.

6.7 U.S. Postal,
Sanitary Serv.

2.1 Eating & Drinking Places

2.6

56.1

27.1

Real Estate, Insurance,
Banking

Schools, Colleges,
Hospitals, Social Ser.'.

sinstice and Safety,

General Government

8



*Able 11

Effect of Industrial Category on Frequency of Use of

Different Employer Retrultmeat Methods. with4 Controls*, by Sector

Dependent Variable
(Job Recruitment Method) ARr. S Mining CnnstructInn

b F

Manufacturing

b N F

Trans.. Comm.. 6 LIM.

Private Sector (11 3100) N b 5

I. Friends of employees .2019 .015 (I.R) -.05140 -.009 (0.2) -.1675 -.056 (8.8) -.0810 -.017 (0.9)

2. School placement service -.2741 -.033 (3.8) -.4417 -.069 (15.6) -.1604 -.051 (8.9) -.0900 -.001 (1.2)

1. Professional orgs. -.0193 -.006 (0.1) -.0705 -.014 (0.6) -.1324 -.055 (9.4) -.0284 -.001 (0.2)

4. Civil Service -.0897 -.020 (1.2) -.0083 -.003 (0.0) -.0468 -.028 (2.2) -.0029 -.001 (0.0)

4
5. Public empl. ger.). -.1624 -.018 (1.1) -.3790 -.055 i9.41 .5044 .155 (71.9) - .1911 .017 (4.4)

6. Private cop!. s.. v. .0468 .007 (0.2) -.1279 -.026 (1.0 .7110 .031 (2.8) -.0367 -.010 (0.3)

7. Community groups -.2384 -.032 (1.6) -.3473 -.061 (12.2) .1784 .666 (14.1) .2424 .056 (10.8)

8. Media ode -.5485 -.061 (12.0) -.1263 -.018 (1.0) .01111 .025 (1.9) -.5041 -.096 (29.5)

9. Valk-ins .0708 .009 (0.2) -.1126 -.050 (7.7) -.1565 -.051 (8.4) -.1871 -.040 (5.0)

10. Unions -.2129 -.035 (3.8) .9280 .194 (119.6) .0614 .021 (2.2) .1928 .054 (9.1)

Public Sector (8 978

11. Friends of employees -.5118 -.029 (0.8) -.207o -.023 (0.5) .2355 .030 (0.8) -.2252 -.043 (1.7)

12. School placement eery. .1294 .007 1.0) -.05.. -.006 (0.0) -.0303 .003 (0.0) -.3688 -.065 (4.6)

11. Professional orge. -.1439 -.009 (0.1) .1317 .016 (0.3) -.0969 -.013 (0.2) -.1248 -.026 (0.7)

14. Civil Service -.0411 -.002 (0.0) .3661 .030 (0.9) -.0487 -.004 (0.0) .2348 .033 (1.0)

15. Public empl. eery. 1.1343 .057 (3.2) -.0436 -.004 (0.0) .7100 .077 (6.0) -.4238 -.072 (4.9)

16. Privets eery. -.0444 -.004 (0.0) -.0316 -.006 (0.0) .4086 .088 (7.5) -.0282 -.009 (0.1)

17. Community group .1661 .009 (0.1) .1649 .018 (0.3) .4601 .055 (3.0) -.0146 -.004. (0.0)

18. Media ads -.1111 -.005 (0.1) -.2349 -.023 (0.5) .0021 .000 (0.0) .3568 .009 (0.1)

19. Valk-ins .1369 .008 (0.1) .2189 .025 (0.6) .5596 .070 (5.0) -.3191 -.066 (4.2)

20. Unions .2668 .023 (0.5) .1530 .025 (0.6) .2241 .041 (1.7) -.0691 -.020 (0.4)

f3ur control variables are: else of establishment, city sizes nercent with no college in the job. percert male in he job.
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Table 11 (Continued)

Dependent Variable
(Job Recruitment Method)

Trade
Fin., Ina., Real Eat. Services

Public Admin.

Private Sector (N 3100)

1. Friends of employees -.0303 -.010 (0.3) .4721 .108 (35.1) .0027 .001 (0.0) -.5841 -.034 .-(3.6)

2. School placement service .0735 .024 (1.9) .1829 .041 (5.8) .1438 .050 (7.7) .1914 .011 (0.4)

3. Professional orbs. -.1618 -.065 (14.1) .0744 .021 (1.5) .2614 .114 (38.8) -.0399 -.003 (0.0)

4. Civil Service .0060 .003 (0.0) -.0119 -.006 (0.1) .0520 .032 (2.9) .1617 .017 (0.9)

5. Public empl. serv. -.2678 -.081 (20.6) .2817 .060 (11.2) -.3172 -.102 (31.0) .3561 .019 (1.2)

1,

6. Private eapl. serv. -.0946 -.040 (5.0) .42C8 .127 (51.0) -.1257 -.057 '(9.5) -.4215 -.032 (3.4)

7. Community grove -.1000 -.036 (4:4) .3386 .086 (25.2) -.2386 -.093 (27.2) .8266 .054 (10.2)

S. Media ads
-.0291 -.009 (0.2) .0149 .003 (0.0) .1957 .063 (11.3) .8259 .044 (6.4)

9. Walk-ins
.2967 .099 (30.5) .0194 .004 (0.1) -.0177 -.006 (0.1) .2124 .013 (0.5)

10. Unions -.1629 -.071 (15.6) -.2498 -.076 (18.1) -.0362 -.017 (0.8) -.0037 -.000 (0.0)

Public Sector (N 978

11. Friends of employees -.0941 -.010 (0.1) -.3331 -.041 (1.6) .1502 .057 (2.8) -.0449 -.015 (0.2)

12. School piacement sera.
.5139 .052 (3.?) .3267 .037 (1.6) .0686 .024 (0.6) -.0674 -.021 (0.5)

13. ProfessAonal orgs. .0931 .011 (0.1) .2021 .027 (0.8) .0548 .023 (0.5) -.0651 -.024 (0.7)

14. Civil Service
-.5118 -.041 (1.8) .2181 .142 (0.4) -1.0054 -.276 (76.2) 1.0256 .254 (72.5)

15. Public empl. secy. .3111 .030 (0.9) .0064 .001 (0.0) -.2798 -.094 (7.7) .2853 .086 (7.4)

16. Private empl. merit. .0747 .014 (0.2) .1701 .036 (1.2) -.0394 -.026 (0.6) -.C248 -.015 (0.2)

17. Community groups
-.2775 -.029 (0.9) .1167 .014 (1.2) -.1834 -.1167 (A.n) .1426 .n47 (2.2)

18. Media ads
.8235 .082 (6.6) .0805 .009 (0.1) -.0036 -.001 (0.0) -.0728 -.022 (0.5)

19. Walk-ins
-.1840 .021 (0.4) -.2133 -.026 (0.7) .2492 .096 (8.4) -.2204 -.076 (6.0)

20. Unions
- 2708 -.045 (2.0) .-.0861 -.016 (0.2) .0881 .050 (2.2) 0.6870 -.044 (1.9)

The four control variables sre: size of establishment. city size, percent with no college in tne lob. percent ante in the job.
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TABLE 14

Summary of Canonical Correlation Analyses of

Job Recruitment and Job Traits, by Sector

Ten Job Recruitment Methods with

Private
(N.13100)

R2 (Rank)

0.111M1/111MIM

Public
(N -978)

R2 (Rank)

1. Percent No College and Percent Male In Job .20682
.21083

.128194
28295

2. Add: Methodical
(15) (15)

3.
Manual Dexterity

.21522 (14) .28266 (16)

4. Quick Learner
.21893 (13) .29439 (12)

S.
Basic Literacy

43929 (5) .28342 (14)

6.
Advanced Readers

.24937 (2) .31391 (6)

7.
Basic Arithmetic

.22622 (9) .33301 (3)

3.
Excellent Math

.23034 (7) .31182 (7)

9. Specialized Knowledge .24251 (4) .32086 (4)

10. Client Relations
.25093 (1) .30480 (9)

11. Permanence
.22273 (12) .30028 (11)

12. Growth Potential
.22365 (11) .30187 (10)

13.
Good Team Members

.22426 (10) .30849 (8)

14.
Proper Attitudes

.20688 (17) .28257 (17)

15. Dependable
.20795 (16) .23481 (13)

16. Good Judgement
.24760 (3) .33336 (2)

17. Can Supervise
.23990 (6) .35346 (1)

18. Other

.31587 (5)

19. Add: 1111,1212Traits
.32019 .4401.6

20. Ten Methods with 17 Job Traits .023

21. UNIQUE (Traits)
.11337 (35.4%) .15822 (35.9%)

22.
UNIQUE (% no coll., % male) .04396 (13.7%) .05612 (12.7%)

23. JOINT
.16286 (50.9%) 42582 (51.3%)
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TABLE 15

Summary of Cannon cal Correlation Analyses of

Jab Recruitment and Job Traits, by Sector

Ten Job Recruitment Methods with

Private
(N3100)
R2 (Rank)

Public
(N-978)
R2 (Rank)

1. Percent College Dgree and Percent Male in Job .18334 . .31588

2. Add: Methodical .18609 (15) .31711 (15)

3. Manual Dexterity .18845 (14) .31596 (16)

4. Quick Learner .20286 (13) .33289 (11)

5. Basic. Literacy .22901 ( ) .32164 (13)

6. Advanted Readers .23797 (2) .34021 (6) .

7. Basic Arithmetic .21659 (8) .36349 (3)

8 Excellent Math .21907 (7) .34515 (5)

9. Specialized Knowledge ;22399 (5) .33375 (.10)

10. Client Relations .24180 (1) .33595 ;8)

11. Permanence .20495 (12) .32385 (12)

12. Growth Potential .20794 (10) .33539 (9)

13. Good Team Member .20684 (11) .33692 (7)

14. Proper Attitudes .18353 (17) .31592 (17)

15. Dependable .18384 (16) .31828 (14). ,

16. Good Judgement .23611 (3) .36727 (2)

17. Can Supervise .22165.(6) .37037 (1)

18. Other .21180 (9) .352±Lia

19. Add: All 17 Traits 31660 .45195

20. Ten Methods with 17 Job Traits .27623 .38404

21. UNIQUE (Traits) .13326 (42.1%) .13607 (30.1%)

UNIQUE (% college, %male) .^J4037 (12.8%) .06791 (15.0%)

23, JOINT .1420 (45.2%) .24797 (54.9%)



TABLF 16

How Employer Recruitment Methods are Related to Race and Ethnic Composition of Jobs,

With Two Controls,* By Sector

Independent Variable
(Job Recruitment Method)

1'W/019 0'3.0M
b B

petendent yarlahl.e.2._P cent Black in the ;lob

Public_ (1!018)
F b B F

Total
b

(11084078)

FB

1.. Friends of employees .0004 .002 ( 0.0) -.0093 -.040 ( 1.6) -.0025 -.012 (0.6)
.

2. School Placement .0030 .014 ( 0.6) -.0077 -.036 ( 1.1) .0002 .001 (0.0)

3. Professional organizations -.0040 -.015 ( 0.7) -.168 -.066 ( 3.9) -.0080 -.030 (3.6)

4. Civil Service .0140 .037 ( 4.4) .0041 .024 ( 0.6) .00d6 .038 (4.7)

5. Public employment service .0066 .033 ( 3.5) .0040 .070 ( 0.4) .0062 .031 (4.1)

6. Private employment service -.0065 -.021 ( 1.7) .0182 .045 ( 2.1) -.0019 -.006 (0.2)

7. Community groups .0297 .126 (51.3) .00(6 .030 ( 0.9) .0228 .098 (41.1)

8. Media ads -.0125 -.065 (12.8) J131 -.063 ( 4.0) -.0128 -.065 (17.3)

9. Walk-ins .0098 .046 ( 6.6) .0077 .033 ( 1.1) .0091 .041 (7.1)

10. Unions .0064 .023 ( 1.6) .0173 '.050 ( 2.5) .0095 .032 (4.2)

Dependent Variable Percent Hispanic in the Job

Private(M 3100) Public (N .978) Total (8.4078)

b B F b B F b B F

11. Friends of employees .0024 .015 (0.8) .0059 .035 (1.2) .0032 .020 (1.6)

12. School placement -.0004 -.002 (0.0) .0004 .003 (0.0) .0001 .000 (0.0)

11. Professional organizations .0001 .001 (0.0) .0076 .040 (1.4) .0024 .012 (0.6)

14. .Civil'Service .0083 .030 (2.8) -.0066 -.053 (2.7) -.0022 -.013 (0.5)

15. Public employment service -.0027 -.019 (1.1) .0057 .039 (1.4) -.0001 -.001 (0.0)

16. Private employment service .0026 .013 (0.5) .0123 .042 (1.7) .0042 .019 (1.5)

17. Community groups -.0013 -.007 (0.2) .0149 .092 (8.2) .0040 .023 (2.2)

18. Media ads -.0064 -.044 .0030 .020. (0.4) -.0041 -.028 (3.1)

19. Walk-ins .0050 .032 (63.°11) -.0022 -.013 (0.2) .0030 .019 (1.4)

20. Unions .0050 .024 (1.7) .0049 .019 (0.4) .0054 .024 (2.4)

* Two control vizriables are Percent with no college in the oh, and Percent male in the job. A dichotomous variable for private or public sector is

added to the total analyses as control.
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Table 17

Summary of Cannonical Correlatisn Analyses
of Percent Black in the Jab

Cannonical
Variables

Private Sector (N -3100)

,1111=i.

Public Sector (Na978)

CANVI CANV2 CANV3 CANV1 CANV2 CANV3

First Set:

1. Friends -.083 -.043 -.096 .091 -.054 NS

2. Sch. placement .541 -.125 .143 -.677 .528

3. Prof. orgs. .372 .282 .155 -.402 .660

4. Civil serv. -.Oil .110 .187 -.20 .303

5. Publ. serv. -.417 -.142 -.413 .273 -.177

6. Pri. serv. .196 .066 -.033 .093 -.437

7. Community -.086 -.302 .904 .206 .176

8. Ads .267 -.166 -.445 -.124 .304

9. Walk-in -.078 -.487 .025 .141 -.398

10. Unions -.191 .700 .080 .030 .337

Second Set:

11. no college
in job

-.942 -.202 -.331 .961 .015

12. male in
job

-.182 .964 .213 .035 .941

13. '; black in -.117 -.209 .986 .144 -.258

job

Eigenvalue .209 .042 .021 .287 .034. .011
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Table 18

nlb
Summary of Cannonical Correlatio Analyses

of Percent Hispanic in the Jo

Cannonical
Variables

.. 1

Private Sector (N.131091_ Public Sector 101978)

CANV1 CANV2 CANV3 ' CANV CANV2 CANV3

First Set:

1. Friends -.086 .048 -.220 -:107 .107 -.300

2. Sch. placement .548 ..095 -.089 .691 .503 .186

3. Prof. orgs. .374 -.304 .022 .394 -.690 -.157

4. Civil serv. -.007 -.152 -.371 -.198 -.260 .576

5. Publ serv. -.428 .215 .250 -.2/8 .223 -.010

6. Pri. serv. .193 -.074 -.316 , -.079 .355 -.282

7. Community -.050 .172 .152 -.204 -.297 -.770

8. Ads .255 .252 .601 .107 -.214 ..137

9. Walk-in .072 .452 -.655 -.129 .401 .313

10. Unions -.197 -.704 -.024 -.021 -.410 .034

Second Set:

11. f: No college in

job

-.963 .285 .015 -.997 .092 .102

12. % male in job -.183 -.975 .941 -.024 -.995 .112

13. % Hispanic in
job

-.022 -.116 -.258 -.013 -.150 -.994

Eigenvalue .207 .042 .005 .282 .033 .017
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Table 19

How Employee Race is Related to Job Search Methods,
with Two Controls,* by Sector

Dependent Variable
(Job Search Method)

.
Rice Independent Variable: Blsckial) White (19)

Private (819100) (Public (80978)

b B F b B

1. Relatives -.0122 -.016 (0.8) .0224 .033 (1.0)

24 Friends -.0095 -.010 (0.3) .0206
t

.023 (0.5)

3. School placement .0122 .023 (1.6) -.0276 -.040 (1.1

4. Professional orgs. .0068 .028 (2.5) -.0065 -.026 (0.6)

5. Civil Service .0072 .053 (8.7) -.0316 -.040 (1.5)

6. Public empl. sere. .0583 .118 (43.5) .0188 '433 (1.0)

7. PriVate empl. sere. .0141 13 (3.4) -.0054 -.033 (1.0)

8. Community groups .036' (4.0) .0027 .096 . (8.5)

9. Media ads .J152 -.023 (1.6) -.0156 -.031 (0.9)

10. Walk-ik -.0481 -.048 (7.3) -.493 -.051 (2.4)

11. Unions .0014 .005 (0.1) -.0016 -.022 (0.5)

414.

Ethnicity Independent Variable: Hispanic (.1) White 0)

Private (43100) (Public (No978)

F

12. Relatives .0041 .004 (0.1) .0040 e .006 (0.0)

13. Friends .
.0100 .009 (0.2) .0059 .006 (0.0)

14. School placement .0101 -.016 (0.8) -.0073 -.010 (0.1)

15. Professionalorgi. -.0036 -.013 (0.5) -.0046 -.017 (0.3)

16. Civil Service .0077 .048 (6.8) -.0755 -.08) (7.3)

17. Public *apt. serv. .0478 .081 (20.2) .0588 .093 (8.0)

18. Private empl. serv. .0106 .021 (1.3) .0098 -.056 (2.8)

19. Community groups .0027 .016 (0.7) .0373 .124 (14.2)

20. Media ads -.0247 -.031 (2.9) -.0060 -.011 (0.1)

21. Walk-in -.0344 -.029 (2.6) .0125 .012 (0.1)

22. Unions .0026 .008 (0.2) .0016 .011 (0.1)

Tvo control variables individual's educational attainment (1 high school, 2 some college,

3 a college degree), individual's sex (1 male, 0 .female).
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TAKE 20

Nowtmployer Recruitment Methods are Related to Percent Black in the Jobs, BY Education Level and Sector*

ma

Jub Recruitment Method High School Jobs

b B

00.`9251 .

F

( 1.0)

( 0.4)

1. Friends of employees

2. School placement service

.0051

.0037

.022

.016

3. Professional organizations ~4-.0109 -.033 ( 2.2)

4. Civil Service .0128 .032 ( 1.9)

5. Public employment service .0057 .028 ( 1.5)

O 6. Private employment service -.0046 -.014 ( 0.4)

7. Community groups .0259 .105 (21.8)

8. Media ads -.0101 -.049 ( 4.7)

9. Walk-ins .0106 .047 ( 4.3)

10.Union referrals -.0051 -.018 ( 0.6)

(N .!'471)

r
Pi_Kh

b

cIIPPI:1Pbg

u

11.Friends of employees .0001 .000 ( 0.0)

12.School placement service -.0100 -.040 ( 0.7)

13.Professional organizations -.0292 -.088 ( 3.6)

14.Civil Service .0082 .049 ( 1.1)

15.Public employment service .0071 .015 ( 0.6)

16.Privste employment service .0256 .065 ( 2.0)

17.Community groups .0099 .041 ( 0.9)

18.Media ads -.0182 -.086 ( 3.5)

19.Wa11t-ins .0116 .049 ( 1.1)

20.Union referrals .0263 .079 ( 2.9)

Private Sector
---..----------

Span Callege JobLitt Coque Degree Jobs (8'590,

b

-.009 -.005 ( 0.0) -.0156 -.088 ( 4.5)

.0083 .004 ( 1.5) .0089 .052 ( 1.5)

-.0032 -.014 ( OA) .0063 .034 ( 0.6)

.0161 .049 ( 1.9) .0124 .042 ( 0.9)

.0073 .042 ( 1.3) .0163 .090 ( 4.7)

.(,)70 .011 ( 0.8) -.0131 -.063 ( 2.3)

.0343 .172 (23.4) .0367 .171 (17.6)

-.0127 -.074 '""( 4.3) -.0124 -.075 ( 3.2)

.0113 .061 ( 2,9) .0096 .052 ( 1.6)

.0118 .044 ( 1.5) .0532 .176 (18.7)

Public Sector

...

SomeColleisjobs(10258). Col legc Degree Jobs (111292)

h B F b B F

-.0012 -.006 ( 0.0) -.0313 -.151 ( 6.9)

.0094 .046 ( 0.5) -.0145 -.069 ( 1.3)

-.0300 -.109 ( 3.1) .0045 .021 ( 0.1)

.0187 .115 ( 3.1) - .11)04 -.063 ( 1.2)

.0194 .102 ( 2.7) -.0122 -.063 ( 1.2)

-.0071 -.017 ( 0.1) .0096 .027 ( 0.2)

.0177 .087 ( 1.9) -.0051 -.024 ( 0.2)

-.0086 -.045 ( 0.5) -.0024 -.012 ( 0.0)

.0187 .086 ( 1.9) -.0029 -.013 ( 0.0)

.0308 .082 ( 1.7) -.0040 -.012 ( 0.0)

1

Dependent variable Percent Black in the lob; Independent variables one job recruitment method, Percent male in the lob, and either Percent with

no college in the lob or Percent with college degree In the lob.
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TABU 21

How Employer ketroltment Hethods are Belated tn Percent Hispanic In the . By Education level and Sector*

Private Secnr

Job Recruitment Method

1. Friends of employees

J2. School placement service

3. Professional organizations
.4,

4. Civil service

,'. Public employment service

6. Private employment service

7. Community groups -

8. Media ads

9. Nalk-ins

10. Union referrals

11. Friends of employees

12. School placement service

13. Professional organizations

14. Civil Service

15. Public employment service

16. Private employment service

17. Community groups

18. Media ads

19. Walk-ins

20. Union referrals

High School :lobs (N..1925)

.0036

.0020

.0002

.0015

-.0049

.0026

-.0061

.021

.011

.001

.005

-.031

.010

-.033

( 0.8)

( 0.2)

( 0.01

( 0.0)

( 1.9)

( 9.2)

( 2.0)

-.0084 -.053 (5.4)

.0018 .010 ( 0.2)

.0015 .007 ( 0.1)

(N.471)titgh

.0125 ' .062 ( 1.8)

-.0047 -.023 ( 0.2)

.0069 .026 ( 0.3)

-.0216 -.158 (11.8)

.0023 .013 ( 0.1)

.0016 .005 ( 0.0)

.0064 .014 ( 0.5)

.0060 .035 ( 0.6)

.0007 .004 ( 0.0)

.0095 .035 (0.6)

Some Colley.Jobs College Degree Jobs (8.558)

8

.

- .00011 -.000 ( 0.0) .0009 .011 ( 0.1)

-.00T4 -.010 ( 0.1) -.0001 -.001 ( 0.0)

.0005 .003 ( 0.0) .0036 .039 ( 0.8)

.0178 .075 ( 4.4) -.0132 .088 ( 4.3)

.0060 .047 ( 1.8) .0000 .000 ( 0.0)

.0081 .051 ( 2.1) -.0032 -.032 ( 0.6)

.0131 .003 ( 6.7) .0015 .014 ( 0.1.)

-.0075 -.061 ( 2.0 -.0028 -.034 ( 0.6)

.0165 ..122 (11.8) -.0019' -.021 ( 0.2)

.'0195 .099 ( 7.8) .0050 .034
,-....)

( (66)

Public Sector

Some Collem Jobs (N.258)

0105

.0101

060

.060

(

(

0.1
0.9)

.01.0 .136 ( 4.8)

-.0125 -.092 0 ( 2.0)

.0063 .040 ( 0.4)

.0176 .052 ( 0.7)

.0185 .109 f 1.1)

-.0023 -.014 ( 0.0)

-.0064 -.036 ( 0.3)

--.0126 -.040 ( 0.4)

-^ ...

College Degree Jobs (N2921

-.0067 -.055 ( 0.9)

.0078 .064 I( 1.1)

.0050 .041 ( 0.5)

.0128 .131 ( 5.0)

.0114
.100 ( 2.9)

.0270 .129 .( 4.9)

.0174 .139 ( 5.7)

.0051 .044 ( 0.6)

-.0035 -.026 ( 0.2)

-.0003 -.001 ( 0.0)

* Dependent variable Percent Hispanic in the Job; Independent variables one job recruitment method. Percent male In the job, and eith Percent

with no college in the job or Percent vith college degree in the job.
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TABLE 22

Percent of Workers Wholised Friends or Relatives

to Find Their .lob, by Sector and

Worker's Race, Sex and Educational Attainment

(Sample size shown in parentheses) -

.
.

.. , ...---%Privt St (.,.._
! .

ae ecor' Public Sector

. Males #

Blacks

. .

Whites Blacks

.-,

A.

Whites

High School .49 (226) .55-(364) .49 (69). .41 (32)

Some College .44 (147) .47 (242) .24 (63)- .41 (61)

College Degree .; (67) .38 (188)
,

.48 (25) .3'4 (55)

Females

High School .44 (242) .45 (350) .4 1 (104) .35 (51)

Some College t33 (164) .33'<248) .37 (83) .-135 (49)
:

College Degree - .27 (88) .30 (173) .36 (63) .28 (99?

O
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TABLE 23

Job Race Composition and Wage Rate for Black High School.Graduatos, By Use of

Segregated and Desegregated Social Natworks; Private Sector, Males and Females

Use
Friends

..

High School
Race Comp.

0

Black Male, Nigh School Graduates, Private Sector
Ti.

Firm

Hourly
Wee Noll!

Hourly
Wage EarlierInterpretation Percent Percent

of (1) and White of Job White of

1.

(1)

NO

,

(2)

SFG

.(2)

(3) (4) (5)

Not Use Black Friends .534 (91) .636 (84)

(6)

6.66 (91)

(7)

4.67 (100)

2. NO DESEG Not Use White Friends .504 (46) .622 (43j 6.42 (46) 4.78 (49)

3. YES SEZ1 Use Black Friends .488 (344 414 (32). . 6.03 (35) 4.89 (36)

4. '.1.1 DE G Use White Friends .547 (25) .697 (26) 7.73 (23) 5.12 (31)

Black Female, High School Graduates, Private Sector

5. NO SEG Not Use Black Friends .470 (87) .549 (77) 5.08 (92) 3.79 (79)

6. NO DESEG Not Use White Friends .507 (53) .58O (48) 4.81 (58) 3.62 (56)

7. YES SEC Use. Black Frie ds .440 (41) .530 (38). 5.42 (43) . 3.38 (44)

8. YES DESEG Use White Friends .580 (17) .688 (15) 4.82 (18) 3.32 (18)

ti

-I.
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Abstract

This study examines the effect of job candidates' race on

employers' job placement decisions. Analyses are based on data

gathered through the randomized vignette technique as part of the

Johns Hopkins Alniversity. Survey of American Employers. The results

suggest that, net of controls for educatiothal credentials,

recommendations, age, high school quality, employment sector,' firm

size and region, white perSonnel officers-tend to assign black male

high school gradiiates to lower paying positions that'. those assigned

to white male high school graduates. Similar patterns are observed

for black female college graduates. These patterns of apparent bias

in job placement are found to be offset to some degree in firms with

strong affirmative. action policies. The findings are discussed in

the context of Thurow's (1975) theory of statistical discrimination.
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The often hotly debated question of whether blacks continue to be

victims of labor market discrimination is important for several

reasons. First, major differinces in black-white ,unemployment and

average earnings persist despite a dramatic cicoing of the racial

gap in educational attainment over the last quarter-century. Darity

and Myers. (1980) point out that young white high school dropouts

have lower unemployment rates (16.7 percent) than black youth with

some college training (21.4 percent) and about the same unemployment

rate as blacks whO have_ completed college (16.5 percent). Using the

Census Bureau's Current Population Surveys from 1968 to 1978, Darity

and Myers also show that annual relative earnings for black males in

the 16-24 and 25-34 age groups have actually fallen since 1968.

Second, affirmative action practices and youth job training

programs ostensibly aimed at providing equal employment

opportunities are now being questioned as appropriate public policy.

Some officials argue that the "intent" to discriminate must be

proven n each specific instance before any considerations for

min rity hiring be extended.

Third, in the realm of public opinion, blaca perceptions and

white perceptions of equal enployment opportunities for blacks in

America differ sharply. For example, in 1978, 71 percent of whites

responding to a Gallup poll thought blacks had as good a chance as

whites of obtaining any job in their community for which they were

qualified while only 38 percent of black respondents concurred.

Thus, a better social science understanding of persisting

occupational inequities, more informed public policy debates, and
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more enlightened public opinion reciaires additional research on the

ways in which minorities may face special barriers or may encounter

different processes than white males in finding career

opportunities.4 Similar research is needed concerning the problems

of women.

Most research on the concept of "discrimination" has been

indirect, non - specific and static (McPartland and Crain, 1980).

Studies estimating the extent to which discriminatory factors create

major gaps between the attainments of blacks and whites-have

,

typically measured discrimination indirectly, as the residual gap

between the occupational success of blacks and whites after

individual differences in job credentials or competencies and labor

market locations have been statistically controlled (See, for

example, Siegel, \1965; Duncan, 1969; Ashenfelter, 1972; Griliches

and Mason, 1972; qencks et al., 1972; Weiss and Williamson, 1972;

Welch, 1973; Portr, 1974; Masters, 1975; Wright, 1978; Braddock,
I

1980). Thus these'_ studies estimate the impact of discrimination

without directly measuring the forms that discrimination may take,

and we do not learn about the specific barriers that minorities may

face.

pis study inv tigates racial discrimination in job placement by

,---

examining sdrvey responses of a national sample of personnel

fticers or other executives responsible for hiring decisions when

tiey are dealing with job candidates who differ by race and sex.

The broad employment equity-related questions are addressed: Does

a job candidate's race influence employers' job placement decisions?
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Do human capital and labor market variables influence occupational

outcomes differently for blacks and whites? What role does

affirmative action play in reducing racial inequities in labor

market outcomes?

Survey Sample and Survey Procedures

Our sample of firms was obtained from data provided by employees

who had at least a high school diploma and were in their

mid-twenties. In 1972, 20,000 high school seniors in a nationally

representative sample of public and private secondary schools were

surveyed. This survey, called the National Longitudinal Study of

the High School Class of 1972 tNLS,-72), repeatedly _resurveyed these

same students after graduation to develop a longitudinal portrait of

their post-high school careers. Our Johns Hopkins University Survey

of American Employers (SAE) constructed a sample of firms by

selecting all black and Hispanic NLS-72 respOfidents and a sample of

the remaining respondents and recording the type of jobs they held

and the names o their employers in the third follow-up survey (in

1976, four years after they finished high school) and the fourth,

follow-up survey (in 1979, seven years after high school). The

survey sample is thus a group of firms which employed a national

sample of American 22-year-old high school graduates in 1976 and

25-year-old high school or college graduates in 1979. The employers

range in size from the very largest corporations to a variety of

small businesses.

Each employer was oontacted by telephone to obtain the name of

the person who would be typically r(sponsible for hiring employees
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holding positiOns like those held by the'respondents of the National

Longitudinal Study. The employer was not told that an employee 'of

the firm had been surveyed. If the NLS respondent was employed in a

branch office of a national or international firm, that branch
.

office was contacted, so for most ]arge corporations a variety of

different personnel officers in different locations around the

United States were surveyed. In cases where the employer was a

service station, grocery store, or other very small business, it was

often the owner who made employing decisions.

The person responsible for employment-was surveyed with a mailed

questionnaire in the summer of 1983 that asked a variety of

questions about how the firm went about recruiting and employing

personnel, including questions about a hypothetical hiring situation

presented in a vignette. The original sample consisted of 5493

employers." Of these, 1912 (34%) returned their mail questionnaires.

The present study is limited to analyses of a subsample of

nonminocity-owned firms (n=1101) who completed the vignette portion

of the mailed questionnaire and who provided sufficient usable

information on the demography of their workforce. (An additional

41% cases from the original sample were interviewed by telephone or

completed a shorter mailed questionnaire after failing to complete

the questionnaire initially sent to them. Those respondents are not

included in this analysis, because the vignette items of particular

interest to us were omitted from the shorter mail questionnaire and

the telephone survey).

Our analyses compare how personnel officers in nonminority-owned
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firms react to black and white high school graduates and how they

react to black and white college graduates. However, no single

respondent was asked to directly compare black and white college

graduate applicants or black and white high school graduate

applicants. Instead, job placement information was gathered through

a technique called the randomized vignette questionnaire (Nosanchuk,

1972, Rossi et al., 1974, Alexander and Becker, 1978; Cook, 1979).

Themail questionnaire primarily asked questions about the ways

in which employers recruit and hire employees for a particular

"sample job;" namely the position held by the (NLS) respondent who

had worked for this firm. Later in the questionnaire, we switched

to a different series of questions, which comprise the vignette, asr
follows:

a TYPICAL. HIRING ZMIRIEKE

Earlier, we asked about one particular sample job which
may not be a typical job in your organization. In this
section, we wold like to ask you about a job position of
your own choosing. Consider the following person, who has
just been hired by your organization:

Mr. William Foster was a walk-in applicant. He is a
high school graduate who attended an inner-city high
school. He is '27 -years old and white. Now please suggest
a typical position in which this person might be employed
and answer the following questions about how he was hired
for this position.

The client was then asked for 21 brief responses about the kind

of position this person might hold and what the process to hire him

might have entailed.

In fact, this hiring scenario is one of 40 different scenarios.
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Other respondents were offered a different ..description of Mr.

William Foster (or a Ms. Mary Foster). Vignettes varied along six

dimensions:

SEX: female (0) vs. male (1);

RACE: black (0) vs. white (1);

SOURCE: walk-in (0) vs. someone recommended by another

employee (1);

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: high school (0) vs. college (1);

and for high school 'graduates only

AGE:. 19-years (0) vs. 27-years old (1);

QUALITY OF HIGH SCHOOL: an "inner-city high school" (0)

vs. a "suburban school with a good reputation" (1).

Figure 1 shows the 40 podsible vignettes generated by this

design.

Figure 1 about here

Because the vignettes were randomly assigned to employers, the

employers who received any one version of the vignette are no

different (except for random errors of sampling) from those who

received any other version. None of the respondents were aware that

their responses would be =pared to other employers who received a

different vignette, so there is no reason to believe that they would

be sensitive to the issue of racial discrimination in job placement.
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On its face, the questionnaire was not about equity issues but about

how firms make personnel decisions in general.

In this report we rank occupations in two ways. We use the

conventional Socioeconomic Index (SEI) , but are aware that' this

scale assigns much higher rankings to women's occupations than to

men's occupations, despite the fact that women's earnings are

generally much less then men' s. Following a convention used by some

others, we call this "prestige." We also use a second and more

appropriate two-facet ranking based simply on the average annual

wages of all employees in the nation who hold that particular

occupation. One facet of the ranking is based on the wages of male

occupants of these jobs, the other based on women's wages. We call

this ranking simply "status." The status measure seems to show

clearer and more easily interpreted effects than does the) prestige

index.

Status estimates were derived for each occupation assigned to

vignette job candidates based on 1980 U.S. Census statistics

reflecting average annual earnings of all male or female workers in

detailee census job categories. Prestige ecores for each occupation

were assigned using a socioeconomic index (SEI) , a scale from 0 to

100 based upon the mean income and the mean educational attainment

of persons holding these positions. Each occupation assigned by

employers was also coded to reflect its racial (percent black) and

gender (percent female) composition, also based on 1980 U. S. Census

national statistics.
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In addition, several firm level variables obtained in other parts

of the questionnaire were included as controls in this analysis:

Firms were categorized on the relative size Of their workforce,

sector (public or private), and region (South or North). A firm's

commitment to affirmative action was measured with a,summated index

based on personnel officers responses to three Likert-type items

reflecting their company's equal employment policies: "We believe

that employers in this city have a, social responsibility to make

strong efforts to provide employment to blacks and -other minority

groups"; "We have tried to go out of our way to hire black and other

minority groups whenever possible"; and 14e refer to a written

Affirmative Action Plan to guide the recruitment and tring of

minority group workers at this place of work."

Table 1 shows the characteristics -- status, prestige, racial and

gender composition -- of occupations assigned by employers according

to the type of vignette they received -- whether the vignette

described a white or black male or female and whether the person was

a college graduate or a high school graduate.

Table 1 about here*

Do Employers Assign Blacks to Less Rewarding Jobs?

Table 2 presents the results of regression analysis examining the

effect of the vignette job candidate's race on job status and job

prestige separately for male and female high sc'iool and college
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graduates. The upper panel of Table '2- shbws that among high school

graduates, race is a significant determinant of male job statue

(b=.12) . Female job statue (b=-.03) ind job prestige among both

sexes (b=.02 and b0-.08 for males and females respectively) are not

statistically significant differences by race among high school

graduates.

Table 2 about here

For high school males, the jobs assigned to black vignette

employees pay a lower median annual wage than jobs assigned to white

vignette employees. This statistically significant net $1009

difference in status associated with differential job assignment by

employers holds even after taking into account the impact of other

important correlates of earnings including age, high school

reputation, internal employee recommendations, employment sector,

firm size and region. In fact, the only factors in our model for

high school males more strongly correlated with status than race

(b=.12) are age (b=.18) and firm size (bm.14): older male high

school graduat.s are assigned to jobs paving about $1501 more in

wages than jobs assigned to 19-year-old high school males and high

school males in small firms are assigned to jobs earning about $304

more than their counterparts in large firms. These findings are

consistent with our expectations. We would expect to find a higher

job status return among older workers who are likely to have more

labor market experience and possess greater stability and maturity
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in work habits and attitudes. In regard to firm size, it is

reasonable to expedt that larger firma simply have a greater number

of openings at the bottom in lower status jobs usually open to male

high school graduates.

We also find for high school graduates that, for job prestige,

firm size is negatively significant for males; ax d firm sector and

high school location are positively significant factors for females.

Suburban female high school-graduates and female high school

graduates in public sector firms are assigned higher prestige jobs.

These findings seem reasonable: we might expect that suburban female

high school graduates might be vieVadOpy employers as potentially

more skilled and better trained job applicants than their inner-city

counterparts, and a higher proportion of white collar jobs are

located in the public sector

The lower panel of Table 2 shows that among college graduates,

race is found to be a significant determinant of female job status

(b=.14) . Among college females, the jobs assigned to black vignette

employees pay less in median annual wages than the jobs assigned to

white vignette employees. This net $786 difference is statistically

significant and holds even after controlling for the effect of

internal employee recommendations, employment sector, firm size and

regicn. The net effect of race on college female income is exceeded

only by the effect of firm size (b=.26) : female college graduates

in larger firms earn roughly $375 more than their counterparts in

smaller firms.
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We find that race does not appear to be a major factor in

determining the race or gender type of job assignment except among

female college graduates, for whom race ..of the hypothetical vignette

candidate was a significant factor when considering race-typing in

job assignment (bm-.16). As shown in the first column of the bottom

panel of Table 1, employers place black females in jobs which on the

average have a higher concentration of black incumbents, than the

jobs in which white females are placed. Among college males this

relationship is trivial and -nonsignificant,

)face has no direct effect on gender-typing in job placement of

either male (bm.03) or female (b=-.41) college graduates. Moreover,

no other factors (internal employee recommendations, employment

sector, firm size, region) are significantly related to the gender

composition of jobs assigned to college graduates. In fact, the

entire set of variables accounts only for a small amount (2 percent)

of the variance in percent female of jobs assigned to either college

males or females.

Among both male and female high school graduates, race is

unrelated to either the percent black or the percent female of the

jobs to which the hypothetical vignette, candidates were assigned by

this national sample of employers.

In contrast, firm characteristics do appear to significantly

influence race- and gender-typing of job assignment. Both high

school and college males and females employed in the private sector

are likely to be assigned to jobs with fewer blacks than are public

sector empolyees. High school females and males in large firms are
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Male job status (bill-.07) and job preitige among both sexes

(b - -.05 and 1,1.11 for males and females respectively) are not

statistically significant race differences among college graduates.

-

We ale° find that college males,who are recommended by current

employees are assigned to jobs averaging five sand two-thirds poAnte

higher in prestige than their .counterparts without recommendations.

Such internal employee recommendations only sfbm to matter at 04

top -- for college. jobs. For high school jobs, employers may

perceive such recommendations as attempts to help an unemployed

relative or friend find work, whereas for college trained jobs

recommendations may be viewed as reasonably valid indicators of an

applicant's ability to effectively perform the job. We also note in

the bottom right panel that male college jobs in thq South carry

higher prestige. This rather suprising finding may reflect

macro-level shifts of high -tech induitries and financial centers to

the South, leaving the North with declining blue-collar industries.

Do Employers Assign Whites and Blacks to Different Jobs?

Table 3 presents the results of our regression analysis examining

race-typing and gender-typing of job assignments in the vignette

experiment. The general question is whether minorities or women are

steered toward same-race or same-sex occupations.

Table 3 about here
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more likely to be assigned to jobs with higher proportions of blacks

than are their counteFparts-in sme). firms. In general, these
..

relationships between 'the structural, characteristics of firms and

X/rm racial demography are consistent with existing theoretical and

empirical literature noting higher demographic concentrations of

black workers in the public sector than in the private sector and in

larger firms than in smaller firms. These patterns are typically

attributed to factors such as more egalitarian and formalized

employment practices in the public sector and greater interest and

responsiveness to equity concerns among, public sector employers. A

similar rationale exists in regard to fir% size: larger firms are,

characterized by more formalized, if not centralized, employment .

practices and perhaps greater discretionary resources to commit to

equal employment programs (Szaf &ran, 1982; Braddock, 1984)

*i!

Suburban high school males are somewhat more likely-to be .

assigned jobs with higher female representation than inner -'ity high

school makes. This may reflect the fact that suburban male

graduates are more likely to be placed in office rather than factory

jobs. Thikinterpretation is consistent with the data in Table 2

showing that male suburban high school graduates are assigned to

jobs roughly three and two-thirds points higher in prestige than are

male inner-city high school graduates.

Considering the findings in Tables 2 and 3 jointly,'it might be

argued that black female college graduates in this experiment earn

less than white female college graduates, in part, because employers

seem to steer them.into racially isolated -- traditionally black --.
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occupations.. Racial steering, however, does not explain why black

male high school graduates are assigned to jobs which pay less in

median wages than jobs assigned to white male high school graduates.

We can only speculate that other unmeasured factors -- such as

negative racial stereotypes (statistical discrimination) -- may

operate more strongly to the disadvantage of black male high school

graduates. we will.discuss the issue of statistical discrimination

in greater detail later in the paper.

Do, ersonal Credentials and Employer Characteristics

Operate Differently for Blacks and Whites?

0

If race serves AA a negative or "aversive signal" to employers or

if personnel officials exercise a "taste for liscrimination° in the

hiring process, as 'the preceeding analyses in some

instances, it may be beneficial for black applicants to provide

extra information about themselves -- good references, school

credentials or previous experience-- to employers in order to

receive equal consideration for good-jobs. We expect that extra

sources of information provided by the applicant may be more

important for blacks than for. whites. For example, additional

information about the applicant's age, the reputation of the

applicant's school or whether the applicant is known and recommended

by a current employee of the firm may counterbalance negative racial

stereotypes. Knowledge that an applicant is 27-years old instead of

19-years old may suggest to an employer that the older job candidate

may have more labor market experience or that the older candidate

possesses greater maturity and stability, either of which could
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influence productivity. Similarly, a job candidate recommended by a

current employee is likely to be considered a better risk than a

candidate for whom work or character evaluations are unknown. And

knowledge that the job candidate graduated from a suburban school

with a good reputation rather than an inner-city school is likely to

signal to employers that the quality of education was better in the

suburban school, and for blacks it may also suggest to employers

that the job candidates are likely to be more experienced in

functioning in interracial situations. We expect that such specific

information to broaden the basis of employer evaluations will

typically be more beneficial to blacks than whites. In this section

we test this hypothesis by assessing the influence of three types of

information on job 'placement decisions.

Tables 4 and 5 show the relative effect of personal credentials

and employer characteristics on job placement outcomes for blacks

and whites, separately for females (Table 4) and males (Table 5).

Tabl &4 about here

Considering females first, we see in Table 4 that the entire set

of variables accounts for only a, small fraction of the variance in

job status among black and white high school females (5 percent and

2 percent). Among black high school females, age is the only

statistically significant factor,"with 27-year-olds being assigned

to jobs paying an average of $623 more in annual income than jobs
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assigned' to their 19-year-old counterparts. Among white higl school

females, however, neither personal credentials nor employer

characteristics contribute significantly to job status

determination. From a human capital perspective, this finding

suggests that employers may att ute to older black females either

greater stability/maturity or more extensive labor force experience,

which they value and reward with higher status jobs. Such a view

appears consistent with traditional patterns of higher labor force

participation rates among black women than among, white women.

Among college graduates, the model accounts for thiee times more

of the variance in white female job status (Multiple R2 = .19) than

in black female job status (Multiple R2 = .06). Firm size

influences white college female job status, with larger firms paying

roughly ;7,506 more than smaller firms. The corresponding large firm.

income advantage to black female college graduates is only *172,

however.

For job prestige, employment sector is the only important factor

among white female high school graduates; public sector employees

hold jobs roughly eight and one-half prestige points higher than

private sector emplgyees. This difference is nearly twice as great

as that among black females. And, among black female high school

graduates, firm size is the strongest determinant of job prestige in

our model; black high school females in larger firms hold positions

roughly one and one-half points lower in prestige than jobs held by r

their counterparts in imlller firms. Neither of the individual

predictors contributes significantly to job prestige for either
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blacks or whites among college females.

For job retail composition, the model has stronger exylanatory

power for black females (Multiple R2 = .21 and .09 for high school

and college graduates respectively) than for white females (Multiple

R2 mg .03 for both high sch000l and college graduates). Among black,

female high school graduates, younger women and those who attended

inner-city schools, worked in the public sector, or worked for large

firms are more likely to be assigned to jobs with higher

concentrations of other black incumbents. Among white female high

school graduated, the only significant predictor of assignment to

jobs with higher proportions of black workers is public sector

employment. Similarly, public sector employment is the major

determinant of black female college graduates' assignment to jobs

with high black representation.

For job gender composition, firm size is the only significant

correlate of the sexual-makeup of the jobs assigned to women: white

female college graduates in largo firms are less likely than their

Counterparts in small firms to be assigned to jobs with higher

concentrations of other females. Considering the overall pattern of

results for female college grad.ates it might be argued that the

'wage Advantage held by white women is, in part, a consequence of

large firms assigning them to less traditionally female jobs than

those assigned to black women.

TaLle 5 about here
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Table 5 shows that our model is better in accounting for job

status among white males (Multiple R2 .10 and .07 for high school

and college graduates, respectively) than among black males

(Multiple R2 .03 for both high school and college graduates).

Among white high school males, age and firm size are the major

explanatory variables) older white males and those employed in

smaller firms are assigned to higher paying jobs. Here the race

differences are rather striking. Employers assign 27-year-old white

male high school graduates jobs paying roughly $2000 more in annual

wages than the jobs that are assigned to 19-year-old white male high

.
school graduates. In contrast, similarly qualified 27-year7old

black male high school graduates are assigned to jobs paying only

about $800 more in annual wages than jobs assigned to their

19-year-old counterparts. This pattern contrasts with that observed

among high school females (Table 4) where age was more highly

rewarded among blacks than among whites. Apparently, employers

asstite that older black high school males are less likely than white

high school males to have accumulated highly valued labor market

experience -- an assumption that could be based on traditionally

higher unemployment rates among young black males than among young

white males at all educational levels. Nevertheless, negative

attributions based on either perceived or actual subgroup norms can

form the basis for statistical discrimination in employment

decisions and lead to potentially unfair treatment in job placement.

We also find that white male high school graduates in smaller

firms earn roughly $500 more than their white male counterparts in

larger firms, while Mack male high school graduates in larger
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versus smaller firms earn,about $125 more. This racial differential

in returns to age and employment in large firms may, in part,

explain why on the average black male, high school graduates are

placed in lower paying jobs than their white counterparts.

For job prestige among male high school graduates, school

reputation is the major predictor for blacks; among whites,

employment sector and firm size are the most significant factors.

Black male graduates of suburban high dhcools are assigned jobs

averaging nearly six and one-half prestige points (114.45) higher

than those of black male graduates cf inner city schools. However,

the corresponding suburban advantage to white male high school

graduates is juste and one-quarter points (B-1.27). Moreover,

white male high school graduates in public sector jobs are assigned

to positions which average nearly seven and one-half points

(B=-7.45) higher than jobs assigned to their white male counterparts

in the private sector. In contrast, the employment sector

difference for black male high school graduates, is nonsignificant

and much smaller, favoring private sector workers by only about

one-half point (B=.58) on the prestige scale. White male high

school graduates also receive a one and onethalf point (8=-1.47)

prestige advantage from employment in small firms, while the

corresponding advantage to black high school males in small firms is

nonsignificant -- roughly one-half point.

For job racial composition, the only significant predictors of

occupational integration are firm size among white male high school

graduates and employment sector among black male college graduates.
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White male high school graduates in large firms are more likely to

be assigned to job, held by more blacks in the nation than are white

male high school graduates in small firms. Black male college

graduates employed in the public sector are likely to be placed in

jobs more often held by blacks than their black male counterparts

located in private sector jobs.

For job gender composition, the right panel of Table 5 shows that

none of the variables exert a significant influence for either black

or white male high school or college. graduates.

Do Employer Affirmative Policies Counterbalance The

Impact of Race on Labor Market Outcomes?

The analyses presented above show that racial considerations play

a part in channeling black high school'males and black college

females into lower paying and (in the case of black college females)

racially segregated occupations. We now examine how employers'

affirmative action policies might mediate the impact of race on

labor market outcomes.

Table 6 presents the results of regression analyses estimating

the impact of a stronger commitment to affirmative action (race

Equity) on job status, job prestige, job racial composition and job

gender composition by sex and education level. The results are

direct or net effects of stronger employer commitment to affirmative

action on labor market outcomes, controlling for the job candidate's

age, school reputation, internal employee recommendations, public v.

private sector employment, region and firm size. Unstandardized
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(metric) regression coefficients are presented to facilitate

comparisons across race groups.

Table 6 about here

These results suggest that a stronger commitment by employers to

affirmative action accounts for a modest but significant increment

($206) in the annual wage status of jobs assigned to black male high

school graduates. A similar pattern is also observed for job

prestige. Stronger employer commitment to affirmative action

result!4 in a one prestige point increment for black male high school

graduates. Although the effect of strong affirmative action

policies on job status and job prestige is positive for the other,

groups its effect is statistically significantly among black male

high school graduates only. These results suggest that strong

employer affirmative action policies may serve to offset some of the

negative impact of race on wages for black male high school

graduates who, as the data in Table 2 suggest, appear to be most

adversely affected by employer discrimination in job placement.

These findings further suggest that while affirmative action

policies may help ameolierate racial inequities by promoting the

placement of blacks in jobs with higher pay and prestige levelS, it

is not a zero-sum game. White workers also receive higher, though

not statistically significant, pay and prestige increments as a

result of strong employer commitment to affirmative action.
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Regarding the race and gender composition of joblplacement, it

appears that employers with strong affirmative action policies are

, more likely to assign white female college graduates to more gender

balanced (e.g., less female dominated) jobs than are employers

without such policies. A strikingly similar pattern also operates

for black female college graduates, although this difference` is

significant at a lower statistical level (p<.10) .

Discussion

The vignette experiment it is not a study of the actual

employment of real people. It Ls, an experiment that assesses the

predispositions and behavioral orientations of one central figure

involved in the employment process -- the personnel officer

responsible for hiring. Our analyses are limited to white personnel

officers working in firms whose employees are mostly white.

When a personnel officer is presented with a vignette describing

a particular candidate, told that his firm has employed that person,

and asked what sort of position that person is likely to be hired

in, we can interpret his or her response in either of two ways. It

can be viewed as his/her perception of what the firm is likely to

have done. If most of the black male high school graduates employed

had been hired for semi-skilled positions and most white applicants

hired for skilled positions, his/her decision to assign a low status

occupation if presented with a black vingette and a higher status

position if presented a white vingette is probably an objective

reporting of the likely reality. Let us call this the perceptual

interpretation. Alternately we can view the response as indicating
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a snap personal judgment, an "affective response." If, confronted

with the words black male high school graduate, the respondent

instinctively thinks "semi-skilled" then we have identified a

stereotyped emotional response.

If we view the assignment of low sta '-us positions to blacks by

the respondent as a perceptual response, an objective reporting of

the experience of a firm, we do not know whether it is a. report of

occupational discrimination on the part of the firm or a report of

the results of a fair hiring system which tends to place

less-qualified blacks into lower status positions. There may or may

not be discrimination 'present. If we view the assignment of blacks

to low status positions in the questionaire as an affective

response, then this must be viewed as a prejudiced act. If the

personnel officer instinctively stereotypes black candidates as

suitable only for low status positions, this is likely to lead to

the creation of a process of occupational discrimination in the firm

because the personnel officer is one of the important actors in the

hiring and job placement process. Whether this reflects a personal

distaste for blacks ("old fashioned prejudice") or what Thurow

(1975) called "statistical discrimination" -- using the color of the

respondent as a source of information based on actual or putative

correlations between race and job-related skills and attitudes --

makes no difference to the individual who is being responded to only

as a member of a racial minority group.

We believe the questionnaire triggered an affective response more

than a perceptual response. In fact, it is highly unlikely that the
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firms have been routinely placing black male college graduates into

higher status positions than white male college graduates. Thus the

(nonsignificant) reverse discrimination pattern observed for black

male college graduates is probably wishful thinking -- a desire to

put blacks into .higher positions 'because this will be a "good thing

to do". Or, it may reflect an objective response to prevailing.

market forces -- black male college graduates are in short supply

relative to white male college graduates thus the small numbers in

the pool are able to command premium wages, at least at the point of

job entry. But it that response is affective rather than

perceptual, then should we not assume that the other responses to

the questionnaire are also affective? 'Future analyses can test this

by looking at personal characteristics of the respondents to see if

they are associated in predictable ways with the amount of

discrimination revealed.

The clearest case of occupational discrimination revealed here is

among 27-year-old male high school graduates. Table 2 shows white

males being assigned higher status jobs -- occupations which

typically pay $1,009 more in annual salary. Combining data in Table

2 with Table 5, which shows the effect of age on black and white

status separately, we find that the mean difference in status for a

19-year-old high school graduate is about $383 while the difference

for 27-year-olds is $1,634. Because the design is randomized, these

numbers are very close to those shown in Table 1, which gives simple

differences, without controls, of $330 and $1,651. Table I also

shows that the standard deviation of the status of 27-year-old .white

males is much higher than for black males: $5486 versus $2807.
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Apparently there. are a number of cases where employers, confronted

with a 27-year-old white male applicant, assumed that the candidate

would have been hired for a very high status skilled position.

Evidence of race discrimination does not appear when we use the

Socioeconomic Index of job prestige. Table 2 shows white males

being assigned to positions a non-significant three- quarters of a

point higher in SEI than black male high school graduates. Table 5

shows that the SEI gap is actually smaller for 27-year-olds than for

younger,blacks. Table 5 also shows little indication that employers

are affected by the other information provided. Being recommended

by another employee of the firm benefits whites more than blacks.

Interestingly enou3hs the data suggest (although the differences are

not significant) that blacks fare better in the South than in the

North. The status gap for all high school graduates is $899 greater

in the North than it is in the South. School desegregation --

attending suburban desegregated schools -- is helpful to black

males; graduates of suburban schools have positions that are

significantly higher in prestige. Table 5 also shows that black

male graduates of suburban Schools are placed in jobs which have

more female occupants, suggesting.that desegregated schooling

encourages the employer to find an office position rather than a

position in the plant for the candidate. Suburban high school

attendance shows an opposite effect for white males; white male

suburban high school graduates (Table 5) receive $346 less than

white inner-city high school graduates. Although this difference is

not statistically significant it implies that employers may have

"reservations" about the qualifications or character of white
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suburban males who possess only high school credentials when their

group norms suggest high rates of college attendance.

The fact that 19-year-old black candidates receive positions

whose status is only $383 lower than that given to white

19-year-olds is not necessarily an indicatiOn,thit there is no

discrimination at this level. It maybe that black salaries are no

lower than they are simply because white 19-year-olds are offered

the worse jobs in the firm, and blacks cannot be given even lower

jobs.

However, the critical issue for 19-year-olds is the decision to

hire, more than the type of position in which they are placed after

hirihg. Given the very high unemployment rate of black teenagers,

especially males, it-may well be that the major source of

occupational discrimination in this age group is simply the refusal

to hire blacks. Given the wording of the questionaire, we cannot

determine how likely it is that the personnel officer would have

viewed the black high school graduate applicant as unemployable and

hired the 19 -year' -old white applicant instead.

It.seems reasonable that the greatest amount of discrimination in

job placement should occur with older high school graduates. The

high status positions for male high school graduates are in the

skilled trades, positions which have traditionally not been open to

blacks. FirRs need skilled reliable workers in these positions, for

they represent the backbone of the production staff. They also

represent positions where thero is often a great deal of on-'the-job

training invested in each candidate. Here the fear that older black
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high school males may be unstable or Unreliable employees

A potentially encourages statistical discrimination on the part of

white employers.

In contrast, there seems to be very little discrimination against

black female hig school graduates. Table 1 shows black

19-year-olds being assigned positions whose status is $338 lower

than that of whites but black 27-year-olds being given positions

$443 higher. Neither difference is significant. (Table 2 and 4 can

be used to estimate the status differences net of other factors at

$358 and $456.) Because neither differ: .:e in status is

significp4, the correct interpretation is that there is no evidence

('
of discrimination for or against black women high school graduates.

However, Table 4 shows a significant impact of age on job status for

black women and no age effect'at all for white women. Age is more

important for black women because references from previous employers

are considered more valuable for black high school graduate women

than for whites (Crain, 1984, Table 3). Thus having a history of

work is more valuable for black women than for white women.

Hmployers may be accustomed to hiring white women who have no labor .

force experience because of childrearing. This may explain why

empoloyers do not assign a higher status position to older white

candidates; they may assume that they have no more experience and

are no more likely to remain with the firm than are their

19-year-old counterparts.

Why should there be no discrimination in the hiring of black

women high school graduates while there is considerable
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discrimination in the hiring of black men high school graduates.?

One reason is that some of the problems white employers associate

with blacks are male problems -- problems of criminal behavior or

aggression, for example. A second reason is that employers may feel

that the hiring of women can be done more objectively (with typing

tests, for example), so that the interiewer has less Need to rely

on statistical discrimination. They may also assume that white and

black women can work together more comfortably than can white and.

black men. Pimlly, it m y be that sex segregation in oclupations

and sexist attitudes.inthe i m may lead personnel officers to

place less value in the hiring ecisions of women. Typists are

interchangeable parts, supposedly requiring little investment in

training and having high turnover. 1 these explanations are only

speculative and require more research.

.Although the race effects for male colle e graduates observed in

Table 2 are not statistically significant, tre es in the data

demonstrate what appears to be reverse discrimina ion In this case:

black male college graduates are offered higher lev positions.

Male college graduates are a seemingly reasonable plat for reverse

discrimination to appear; if firm is anxious for its irmative

action to succeed, it should be looking for candidates to f 1

visible and high-status portions, and these are typically held

Noy

male college graduates. And as already noted, black male college
\

graduates are in short supply. We should stress that the evidence

in this report may indicate a predisposition to discriminate for or

against blacks, it cannot be taken as firm evidence that employers

practice either discrimination or reverse dicriminationi And in any



case, we must stress thaiNthis study has not observed any

statistically significant finding of reverse discrimination,

although statistically significani'Adications of potential direct

discrimination against black male highNAchool graduates and black

female college graduates have en noted:N.

The final and most provocative finding is evidence of ati
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propensity to discriminate against black worn colleipgraduates.

The data ohow black, women college graduates having loweeN#tatus
N

positions, with average salaries $700-800 lower than White amen

college graduates. Their positions also have higher concentratins

of black incumbents' black women college graduates are assigned to'

low paying jobs which have traditionally been held by blacks. Black

and white women compete, both qualifying for minority status.

Despite the two-for-one argument so often associated with

opportunities for black women, an employer presented with a white

woman may see this as an opportunity to move a minority (woman)

candidate into a low- or middle-management position previously held

.by a white male; he has no additional incentive to bring a black

woman into that position, so there is nothing to offset any

resistance to doing so. White personnel officers may practice

statistical discrimination, feeling the black female college

graduate to be less talented than a white; or they may worry that

breaking down barriers by bringing women into traditionally male

porAtions may be more difficult if there is a race as well as a sex

barrier to overcome; or they may be under greater pressure from

white female interest groups than black interest groups. The

problem may be more serious in large organizations; the strong



10,

relationship between firm si

graduates (the Beta is .38 in

organizations are agressively se

higher-status positions. The cor

women, suggesting that large employ

seems to be occupational discriminat

tendency for the problem to be more s

the data are' not significant; Table 4 idicates that the status of

white women college graduates is lower in the North, and that this

is less true for blacks, so that the racial gap is smaller in the

North. (Table 5 shows a similar pattern for males, so that reverse

discrimination among male college graduates may be greater in the

North; again, the data are not si
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and the status of white women college

able 4) suggests that large

robing for white women to fill

lation is much lower for black

rs are a major source of what

on. There is also a slight

rious in the South, although

gnificant.)

It is widely assumed that black women have an advantage in the

labor market compared to black men. This may be true on'y for high

school graduates, however. The data here indicate that in the eyes

of personnel officers, the advantages among college graduates gc to

white women and to a positive but nonsignificant degree to black

men.

N
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Figure 1: The 40 Vignettes in the

Employer Questionnaire.

Educational

Race: Sex: Source: Level:

High School Vignette

Age: Quality: Number:

Black

White

Female

Female

Male

High
Walk-in -on' School

College

Suburb 1

-city 2

Subur b 3

27..."'"Inner -city '4

27 S

High 19
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"'gm...Inner-city 7

Referred --"School............27 Suburb 8

"---Inner -city 9

College 27 10

High Suburb. 11

Walk-in
School 19::::Inner -city 12

-"ga".".""'27 Suburt; 13

\ Inner-city 1-:

\ollege 27
15

High Suburb 16

Referred
rSchool 19 Inner-city 17

27
Suburb IS

Inner-city 19

College 27
10

Suburb 21

Walk-in-- '
High

School
191--Inner -city 22

27 ___.Suburb
23

-'---Inner -city 23'

25
College

ugh Suburb '6

School 19 --"-- 1:1roc-cicy
27

Referred --""""----. 27 Suburb , 23

\\ ,
Inner -city

/9

College 27
30

Suburb 31

19 ----. Inner-city
-1

High
.).

Walk -in---School--........77
Suburb 33

."--- Inner-city
34

College 27
35

Referred

Suburb

Suburb

36

High 19 Inner-city 37

38

39

College 27
40

27"774::Inner -city
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Table 1

Characteristics of lobe Warmed to Viasotto Candidates by 8oest_Ale. Sox lisoottool laws/

ms.t.LLr,amducatiou Job Statues Job ?testis. Job Percent Slack Job Femme ?male

NICX $ COOOL

19 Yoar-Old.

Slack MAID 11,389.13 29.94 14.25 46.90 97

s 0,457.90) (16.91) (6.45) (31.46)

White Male* 11,718.70 30.50 14.20 45.41 92

(3,991.48) (17.81) (6.20) (30.34)

Black Females 7,164.97 42.79 12.49 70.74 88

(1,970.62) (16.95) (5.33) (27.86)

White Females 7,503.43 42.39 11.72 71.68 93

(1,729.37) (16.81) (5.07) (29.31)

27 Year-Olds

12,214.53 34.58 12.68 48.46 81
Black Males

(2,806.95) (18.13) (5.54) (33.34)

White Males 13,865.53 35.27 13.02 44.65 91

(5,485.80) (20.39) (7.62) (29.10)

Black Females 7,824.94 '.5.70 10.41 69.60 93

(1,834.27) (16.51) (6.01) (29.61)

Whit. Females 7,382.26 41.77' 12.15 71.83 102

(1.854.08) (16.27) (5.16) (26.23)

COLLEGE

27 Year-Olds

18,594.91 60.50 8.14 42.72 100
Black Males

(5,538.54) (17.97) (4.98) (23.22)

White Kale. 18,239.00 ',9.46 7.18 42.47 79

(5,230.75) (17.85) (4.05) (25.46)

Black Females 9,74.12 ,4,97 9.31 56.57 89

(..$81.24) (19.20) (5.36) (28.06)

White Females 10,301.46 58.67 7.60 56.27 94

'2.717.37) (17.30) (4.87) (29.05)

Standard Daviations in PArentheses
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Table 2

Prestige and.Status of Jobs Assigned to Vignette Candidates by Non-Minority

Employers by Sex and Education of Vignette Job Candidates

Education

HIGH SCHOOL b

Job qttqa
' -job Pr=stity

Females
(X - 7472.72)

Males
a = 12292.57)

Females
(X = 43.15)

b

Males
a = 32.49)

B F b B F B F

Race -.03 -99.21 .27 .12 -.08 -2.64 2.44 .02 .76 .16
1009.25 5.54*

School , *.09 325.58 2.90 .00 -37.39 .01 .12 3.88 5.28* .10 3.67 3.50

Age .07 250.56 1.71 .18 1501.10 12.26*** .02 .77 .21 .13 4.70 5.99*

Recommended -.09 -341.58 3.1/ -.01 -62.44 .02 -.07 -2.28 1.81 . -.04 -1.64 .71

Firm Sector -.06 -228.70 1.13 -.05 -436.85 .72 -.18 -6.68 12.30*** -.09 -3.83 2.77

Firm Size .01 9.87 .04 -.14 -304.21 7.51** -.05 -.38 .77 -.11 -.99 3.95*

Region .00 6.81 .00 .02 170.71 .15 .02 .84 .23 -.01 -.35 .03

Multiple R
2 .03 .07 .06

COLLEGE (X = 10145.30) (X 18437.83) 56.87) (X = 60.04)

Race .14 786.31' 3.89* -.07 -764.88 .84 .11 3.96 2.17 -.05 -1.74 .41

Recommended .10 562.90 1.98 .11 1166.16 2.11 .08 3.06 1.28 .16 5.67 4.64*

Firm Sector -.05 -357.44 .53 .10 1247.39 1.91 -.14 -6.19 3.51 -.09 -3.54 1.44

Firm Size .26 375.28 12.76*** .12 329.01 2.42 .04 .37 .27 .10 .94 1.85

Region -.11 -631.67 2.47 -.12 -1307.73 2.39 -.05 -1.94 .51 -.16 -5.68 4.21*

Multiple R
2 .11 .05 .04 .07

* p <.05
** p <.01
*** p <.001

CODES: Race (white=1)

School (suburb:m=1)

Age (27 year-o1d=1)

Firm Sector (prIvate=1)

Firm Size (1-q=1: 2n-49-3; 50-99 =4; Inn-249=5; 250-999=6; 1000 +=7)

Region (nonnouth=1)



-Table 3 . -47

Racial and Gender Composition of Jobs Assigned to Vignette Candidates by

Non-Minority Employers by Sex and Education of Vignette Job Candidates

Education

HIGH SCHOOL

Race
School
Age
Recommended
Firm Sector
Firm Size
Region

Multiple R
2

COLLEGE

Race
Recommended
Firm Sector
Firm Size
Region

Multiple R
2

Job Percent

Females
= 11.69)

b B

. 02

-.07
-.07
.08

-.17
. 19

-.05

-.16
-.05
-.19
-.03
-.04

.002

-.008
-.00i
.009

-.020
.005

-.006

F

.17

1.97
1.85
2.49

11.02***
13.79***
1.19

Black
Males

(X = 13.57)

b B

.00

-.01
-.10
-.01
-.12
.17

.04

.000

-.002
-.013
-.001

.006

.006

.09 .06

(X = 8.43)

-.017
-.005
-.02J
-.001
-.004

4.86*
.49

6.38*
.21

.30

F

.00

. 07

3.65
.02

r22*
10.16**

. 61

(X = 7.22)

-.06 -.006

-.13 -.012

-.27 -.028

.06 .001

. 10 .010

.07 .12

.63

3.29
13.63***

.64

1.97

emal es

a = 70.98)

b B

.02

.05

-.01
-.06
-.06
.04

-.04

Job Percent

. 009 .10

. 026 .80

-.003 .01

-.031 1.12

-.039 1.43

. 006 .58

-.024 .61

.02

(X = 56.42)

-.01 -.006 .02

-.02 -.013 .09

.04 .024 .22

-.12 -.017 2.33

.05 .031 -.53

.02

Female

(X = 46.30)

b B F

-.04
.11

.01

-.06
-.02
.04

-.02

-.025 - .58

0066 3.96*
.003 ..01

-.039 1.35

-.013 .10

.006 .58

-.010 .08

.02

(X = 42.62)

.03 .013 .11

-.02 -.008 .05

-.01 -.002 .00

.00 .000 .00

.15 .075 3.80

.02

* p<.05
P x.01

*** p c.001

145

CODES: Race (whitei-1)

School (suburb:in.-A)

Age (27 year-old-1)

Firm Sector (private-I)

Firm Size (1-q-1:

Region (nonsouth-I)

20-49-1; 50-99 =4; 1(10-249.5; :10--qt)96; Inn° +.7)
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MressiOn Results rec

Table 4

icting Female Vignette 6ndidates Job Status, Job Prestige; Job Racial Composition and

Gender Composition by Race and Education Level

Education

)HIGH SCHOOL

Job Status Job Prestige Job Percent Black

Blacks Whites Blacks Whites 1:71-WaT Whites

b B b B b B b B h B

School .10 338.17 .06 222.67 .12 3.83 .11 3.70 -.14 -.016* .02 .002

Age .16 623.39* -.03 -91.12 .05 1.68 -.01, -2.24 -.16 -.018* .04 .004

Recommended -.11 -408.81 -.07 -245.97 -.07 -2.36 .07 --1.:17 .08 .009 .06 .00)

Firm Sector .01 44.77 -.11 -409.54 -4.42 - .24 -.0*-.20 -.027**-.15 -.016*

Firm Size---"" .01 7.50 .02 21.76 -.19 -1.61* .10 .82 .31 .009***.04 .0011

Region -.04 -170.86 .04 158.93 .02 .58 .03 1.14 -.07 -.008 -.04 -.0041

Multiple R
2

.05 .02 .07 .09 .21 I

COLLEGE

Recomended .20 1159.32 .01 79.15 .18 7.04 -.01 -2.69 -.01 -.001 -.08 -.008 1

Firm Sector -.06 -436.48 -.06 -429.4114,17.13 -5.71 -.18 -7.55 -.28 -.036* -.09 -.010

Firm Size .11 171.80 .38 507.61 -.13 -1.40 .17 1.44 -.13 -.004 .03 .001

Region -.07 -389.52 -.13 -725.78 .04 1.54 -.11 -3.75 .03 .003 -.09 -.009

Multiple R
2

.06 .19 .05 .09 .09 . 03

Job Percent Female
Blacks Whites

b B

.02 .013

-.02 -.014

-.04 -.025

-.04 -.026
-.01 -.002

-.04 -.023

.01

.10 .057

.14 .090

.06 .010

-.14 -.076

b B

.07 .038

.01 .008

-.07 2.046
-.09 -.051
.09 .012

-.04 -.025

.0S

-.16 -.090
-.09 -.065
-.23 -.032*
.19 .112

.12

* p (.05
** p
*** p<.001

ConES: Race (whit-et-A)

School (suburban-1)

Age (27 veAr-o111-1)

Firm Sector (privito-1)

Firm Size (1-q 1; I(1 -lq .); )0-44 1; W-qq-4; ID0 poi

Region (nonRouth-1)
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Tablet 5

Regression Results Predicting Male vignette,Candidates Job Status, Job Prestige, Job Racial. Composition and

Job Gender Composition by Race and Education Level

Education

HICH'SCHOOL

Job Status Job Prestige Job Percent Black Job Percent Female

Blacks Whites Blacks Whites Blacks Whites Blacks Whites

b B b B b B b b B b B b B b B

School .06 352.70 -.04 -345.79 .18 6.45* .03 1.27 .00 .000 -.02 -.003 .14 .091 .07 .042

Age .13 818.38 .21 2069.14**.13 4.75 .11 4.33 -.13 -.015 -.09 -.012 .03 .017 -.02 -.009

Recommended -381.91 .04 413.90 -.10 -3.57 .01 .30 .09 .011 -.09 -.013 -.05 -.035 -.08 -.046

Firm Sector .03 253.90 -.08 -875.10 .01 .58 -.Ii -7.45* -.11 -.015 -.13 -.020 -.03 -.020 -.01 -.008

Firm Size ` -.08 -127.61 -.20 -508.39**-.06 -.55 -.15 -1.47* .11 .002 .23 .008* .03 .005 .06 .009

Region -.04 -268.04 .06 630.74 -.01 -.53 .00 -.01 .02 .003 .04 .005 .01 .009 -.05 -.028

Multiple R
2

.03 .10 .06 .06 .06 .09 .03 .02

COLLEGE

Recommended .06 685.01 .16 1678.09 .14 4.95 .21 7.47 -.17 -.017 -.05 -.004 .03 .014 -.04 -.021

Firm Sector .11 1283.74 .11 1428.79 -.13 -5.07 -.01 -.22 -.28 -.029** -.22 -.021 -.03 -.012 .04 .023

Firm Size .13 361.84 .09 271.49 .15 1.30 .03 .26 .11 .003 -.04 -.001 .13 .015 -.17 -.024

Region -.08 -917.43 -.15 1534.17 -.15 -5.96 -.15 -5.15 .08 .009 .16 .013 .09 .048 .17 .088

Multiple R
2

.03 .07 .08 .07 .15 .07 .03 .07

* p .05

** p< .01
000ES: Race (white.-21)

*** p.001 School (suburb:I/1,A)

Age (27 year - old -1)

Firm Sector (private-1)

Firm Sfze (1-4,1; 10-1q-2; ?0-49-r3; 50-99=4; 11111 -36'1= r >; .'50-999=6: 1000 4...7)
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. Table 6

Effects of F Affirmative Action Policies on J06 Status, Prestige, Racial Composition

and Job Ca der Composition by Vignette Cpro4dctes Race, Sex and Educational Leval

Education

HIGH SCHOOL

Job Status

Job Prestige

Job Z Black

Job Z Female

Females
Blacks
(N199)

69.17
(50.89)

.21

001
( 1)

.00

(.008)

Whites
(N-209)

Males
Blacks
(N196)

Whites
(N497)

85.03
(45.30)

''

205.51*
(85.89)

115.00
(127.81)

.39 .96* .50

(.42) (.47) (.51)

.002 .001 -.002

(.001) (.002) (.002)

-.001 .006 .004

(.007) (.009) (.008)

COLLEGE

Job Status

Job Prestige

Job Z Black

Job % Female

(N97) (N=102) (N=108) (N=84)

192.94
(118.61)

1.19
(.79)

.000

(.002)

-.020
(.012)

2.84)

Nt46

(.63)

.000

(.002.

-.021*
(.010)

254.97
(207.10)

.96

(.65)

.002

(.002)

.007

(.009)

286.96
(212.71)

.80

(.73)

-.002
(.002)

-.006

(.010)

a
Controlling for: age, school reputation, recommendations, publi67private employee, firm size

and region

b
Values reported are metric coefficients (standard errors in parentheses)

Metric coefficient at least twice its standard error

51
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School Desegregation and Black Occupational Attainment.

Results from a Long-Term Experiment

Robert L. Crain and Jack Strauss

Abstract

This study reports on a long-term study of the effects of racial

desegregation of schools, based on the tracing of students initially

involved in a randomized desegregation experiment. In our research we

identified the students involved in the original 1966 experiment and

in the randanly sampled control group, added the names of other stu-

dents who were desegregated between 1968 and 1971, identified control

groups for those students and traced all the students (and their

parents) in 19831 when they had all had time to finish secondary

school. We have foliaged every student in the experiment, including

those who quit the desegregated schools and returned to the central

city and those who were selected for desegregation but refused to par-

ticipate. Doing this provides an unusually rigorous research design.

Sane 700 parents and/or students were located and interviewed.

The principal finding of this report is that the desegregated stu-

dents obtained different types of emplcyment than did the students in

the control group. The desegregated students are working in occupa-

tions which are less commonly held by blacks--men are salesmen rather

than postmen, women secretaries rather than nurses aides. In general,

those who experienced desegregated schooling are more likely to be

working in white-collar ana professional jobs in the private sector,
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while those from segregated schools are more likely to be working in

government and in blue-collar john.

For men this is mainly because desegregated students have a greater

amount of education; but for females; the effect of desegregation is

quite strong even when educational attainment is controlled. Desegre-

gated students report that they aspired to these types of jobs when

they were in high school, and this seems to be the main way desegrega-

tion affected their occupations.
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Intraluctign

Most research done in the past two decades on the effects of

desegregation has focused on short-term outcomes, particularly

achievement test scores. and indicates that black test scores rise

after desegregation (Crain and Mahard, 1978, 1983) . But we do not

know how important this result is. Performance on standardized tests

should be viewed only as possibly an indicator of quality of educs-

tion; high scores should be valued only if they genuinely reflect a

superior education and can be shown to lead to a happier or more suc-

cessful adult life. Research focused on student attitudes measured by

psychological scales is also difficult to interpret because we do not

know what the relationship is between a concept such as self-esteem or

locus of control and actual behavior in later life.

However, a recent series of research studies focus on important

adult behaviors or graduates of desegregated schools (Braddock, Crain

and McPartland, 1984). The most important of these are studies of the

perpetuation of segregation -the way in which segregated schooling

leads to segregated work, segregated post-secondary schooling, and

segregated housing. For example, graduates of segregated elementary

and secondary schools tend to attend segregated colleges (Braddock,

1980; Braddock and McPartland, 1982) . When they attend desegregated

colleges they get lower grades (Braddock and Dawkins, 1983) and are

more likely to drop out (Crain and Weisman, 1972; Crain and Mahard,

1978).

Research has also shown that black graduates of desegregated

schools tend to have desegregated associations in later life (Braddock
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\ and McPartland, 1983; Crain and Weisman, 1972). School desegregation

deems to lead to better employment (Green, 1981). It appears that

desegregation in adulthood enables blacks to use biracial social net-

:works to obtain better employment (Crain, 1970; Dawkins and Braddock,

1985; McPartland and Braddock, 1981). Sane research on desegregated

black students indicates that they set their aspirations higher (Daw-

kins, 1983). Several studies show that their aspirations are more

coherently related to their skills and educational background (Hoel-

ter, 1982; Wilson, 1979; Falk, 1978; Gable, Thompson, and Iwanicki,

1982). Paseardh has also Shown that black graduates of desegregated

schools are more likely to find thenselves in desegregated employ-

mentworking with white ooworkers and not uncomfortable when they

are placed under a white supervisor (Braddock, 1983; Braddock and

McPartland, 1983; Braddock, Mcpartland and Trent, 1984).

The methodology of evaluation has changed radically in the past two

decades. Two decades ago, eimple longitudinal, pre-test/post-teat

designs were state of the art; today there are many references point-

ing out potential bias in this type of design (an often cited one is

Cook and Campbell, 1979), and frequent calls for randomized experi-

ments. The research reported here is Fart of this new wave of studies

on long-term effects. It looks not at test scores, but at occupa-

tional attainment, using an experimental design.

A parallel report analyzing these same data (Crain, Hawes, Mille

and Peichert, 1985) finds that desegregated schooling increases the

like_ihood of high school graduation and increases the number of years

of college obtained by desegregated male blacks. Desegregation leads
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to more positive attitudes about race relations onthe part of males,

a hider rate of social integration and preference for de7igregated

housing on the tart of both males and females, a lower rate of early

childbirth among females and less difficulty with police among males.

These findings are consistent with other literature; Crain and Weis-

man (1972) obtained similar results from a ncArexperimental study.

Beguarx la =bed

Our research is designed to take advantage of an early experimental

evaluation of deeegregatic'*. In 1966, a group of students were

desegregated in early elementary school using a randomized experimen-

tal design- -two groups were selected randomly, one to attend desegre-

gated schools, the other to remain in segregated schools. The stu-

dents were nearly all non-hispanic American blacks; a few were of

Puerto Rican or West Indian ancestry. CA small number of whites were

dropped fram our research.) Because nearly all the subjects were

black, we will usually refer to the subjects as blacks rather than

minority. The main goal of this research was to simply folio; up that

original 1966 study locating the students after they had time to grad-

uate from high school to see what differences in their lives as young

adults could be attributed to desegregation.

The desegregation plan -- Project Concern in Hartford, CT,--hogan in

1966 by selecting a random sample of students from four inner-city

elementary schools and permitting than to transfer to suburban schools

while a second random sample was preserved as a control ,-Jup. We

supplemented the sample by also including all students who were

desegregated in that program in 1968 through 1971. Most of these stu-
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dents were randomly sampled, but a control group was not dram at that

time; we attempted to construct a control group based on the some ran-

dom sampling scheme as was used to select Project Concern participants

in 1968 and 1969. We also found that same students entered the pro-

gram as volunteers, which implies a self-selection bias; we located a

group of students who attempted to volunteer for the program In 1968

and used them as a oontrol group for =prison to the volunteers.

Thus, we have three substudies; a 1966 experimental design, a 1968-69

experimental design, and a study of voluntary desegregation.

We searched school records and undertook a very large tracing

effort to locate these various groups of students in 1982. There are

a number of problems; the 1966 experiment's records are partly miss-

ing, the control group we randomly selected for comparison to the stu-

den-, randomly sampled in 1968 has lower family income than it should,

considerable attrition occurred and a number of students could not be

located. Despite these problems we are convinced that this is the

strongest research design available in the United States today for a

study of the long-term effects of desegregation.

19116. ilweriment iSubratudy

Project Concern began in 1966, when, at the request of the State

Department of Education, five suburban school districts agreed to

accept 266 minority students from low income schools in Hartford. The

students were selected from the four elementary schools which had the

largest number of Title I eligible students. The sending area super-

ficially resembles other big city low income areas; it is segregated

and has much rental housing and subsidized housing.

r
3
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The project was viewed as a dsMonstration, with the decision to

continue based on an evaluation done at the end of two years. TWo

random samples of students were selected, one to attend suburban

schools and a second as a control group. The Hartford public school

district chose .to select 12 entire classrooms to be sent to the

suburbs because this would have the least impact on the sending

school, and loaned the 12 teachers (who would otherwise be displaced)

to the., suburban schools to provide additional support for the trans-.

feriing students. A meeting of community leaders was held and a lot-

tery was used to select 12 "treatment" and 12 "contra" classroans

from the four minority schools which had been designated as suffi-

ciently poor to merit Title I assistance. The classroans ranged from

entering kindergarten students through students beginning the 5th

grade in'the Fall of 1966.

In an experiment it is very important that'as many of the students

as possible who are selected for a particular treatment receive that

treatment to minimize bias in the study results. To encourage as many

students as possible to attend suburban schools, a group of teacher's

aides visited homes to persuade parents to enroll their children.

Only 12 students were not signed up for the program. (rhis process is

described in Mahan, 1968).

Students were pretested Ipon entering the program in Fall, 1966,

with both intelligence and achievement tests and retested in the

Spring and Fall of 1967 and finally in the Spring of 1968. Mahan

found no important differences in the spring 1967 testing of the two

groups of students, but found the Project Concern students to be not-
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iceably ahead of the control group by String 1968. The difference was

limited to those students who began desegregation in the lower grades.

Students who entered the suburban schools in kindergarten or first

grade Shaved considerably higher test score gains than their con401

group. In contrast the students who began desegregation in the fourth

and fifth grade showed relatively little gain and in same cases losses

in achievement.

.The 1968-196111=LinEnt LUblitady

In addition to the 266 students in the 1966-1968 experiment, we.

added every stadgrIt who entered Project Concern in 1968, every student

who entered in 1st grade or higher in 1969, and every student who

entered in 2nd grade or higher in 1970 or 3rd grade or higher 1971.

(We also dropped everyone born after 1963, to eliminate students who

would be too young for a reasonable evaluation of post-high school

outcomes in 1982.)

Although the evaluation was finished in 1968, the policy of random

sampling students fram the low inane schools to attend Project Corp'

cern was continued. In 1968 and 1969, Project Concern staff visited

the schools and randomly selected first, second, and third graders.

Letters were mailed to the parents of selected students end an effort

was made to visit the parents in their home, but in many cases fami-

lies were not home, did not answer the door, or school district

addresses were out of cote. The acceptance rate in 1969-69 was SC*,

much lower than in 1966, probably because less time and money had been

invested in contacting parents. Fortunately, Project Cbnoern pre-

served all the records of the recruitment effort in 1968-69, including

6
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the runes of all the students who could not be contacted cc whose

parents of wed to ter then into the program after being asked. We

used 1 students who been selected, Whether they agreed to go

into e program or not, in order to preserve thilanaumness of the

original selection. If desegregation had any effect it would raise

the average of the entire group of selected students, including the

ref users.

We constructed a control group, using the files of the sending ele-

mentary schools to drag random samples of the students present in 1968

and 1969 who were not selected for Project Concern. However, compared

to the students selected in 1968-69 for Project Concern, our random

sample contained more students of lower socioeconomic status.

_The Aluatees Ziaratac

In 1970 and 1971 the district sent letters to parents telling than

that their child had been selected and encouraging then to partici-

pate, but did not send staff to visit homes. About a quarter of the

parents agreed to participate. Preserving the randomness of the ori-

ginal seinple would have required including three students who had

never participated in P eject Concern with each student who did, oblvdr.

ously making an effect of Project Cbnoern difficult to detect. We

decided not to do this, but to instead treat the randomly sampled

1970-71 students who entered the program as volunteers.

we also found a number of other students for whom there was no

record of their being randomly chosen. Although there was no syste-

matic effort to allow families to volunteer for the program there were
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times when same Hartford public edhools had severe overcrowding

problems and encouraged students to participate in lsroject Concern.

We combined these volunteer students with those students who were

selected in 1970 and 1941; they are similar from the viewpoint of the

research method in that neither could be considered randomly sampled.

we had a ready-made oonprol group, since the Project Concern office

had presented a.folder of telephone Messages tram parents who had

called the program in 1968 and 1969 attempting to enroll their

dren in the project. We did not include,those attempted volunteers

whose families were able to put then. into desegregated schools by

enrolling them in Catholic schools or by Moving to the suburbs.

A more complete description of the field work .appears in Crain,

Hawes, Miller and Piechert, 1985).

iniata

The young adults who participated in the Project Concern desegrega-

tion program hold different types of occupations as a result. tie will

present the data in two ways; first, In the form of simple compari-

sons of desegregated and segregated students; then in more maples

analyses which take advantage of the mwerimental design to produce

results which test the findings rigorously.

There is little evidence in this survey that unemployment is

markedly lower for the participants in the desegregation Erogram. At

the time of our survey males who were .desegregated were considerably

more likely to be in college fuli time. However, those who partici-

pated in the program and were not in college did not have low
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ployment rates. In this paper we limit our analysis to those students

who were not in college and who had held a permanent job at some time.

This is about 60t of the total sample.

Occupational data was obtained cither from the young adults sur-

veyed or in some cases where that respondent could not be located,

from his or her parents. We ask about t' nresent or last full-time

Kid:art-time occupation, excluding summer jobs of persons in college.

For each occupation, we coded the racial mix of that occupation in the

national labor force.

The sample was stratified and respondents who graduated from the

central city schools were undersampled since they outnumbered those

who finished in suburban schools. A stratified sample is less "effi-

cient" than a simple random sample. For example, either respondent or

parent surveys were obtained on 117 females who were in the control

group. However, because of differential weighting of the students in

this group, the sample has the value of a simple random sample of only

87 students. This is called the "effective n" and is given in the

tables of this report. Nearly all Project Concern participants were

sampled, so that this group generally has a weight of one and its

effective sample size is almost the same as the actual sample. For

the control groups, the effective sample is always smaller than the

actual sample, by a factor of one-third for'famales and one-sixth for

males.

The simplest comparison is between (1) those young adults who par-

ticipated in Project Concern and attended only desegregated schools

(either Project Conoern schools, private schools, other public subur-

1 6 3
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ban high schools, or the regional vocatio; al school) excluding all

those who dropped out of the program and returma to central city

schools to finish their education; and (2) those who were selected for

the control group, excluding those who "dropped out" of the city

schools ty attending. the regional vocational high school, private

schools, or whose families moved to the suburbs. Table 1 shows that

when these two groups are compared, Project Cbnoern participants

tended to be in occupations which nationally have a smaller black per-

centage. The 5% difference for females is particularly large, but the

difference for males is also statistically significant.

It is unlikely that respondents chose their occupation consciously

aware of its national racial composition. HOwever, Project Cbnoern

participants did choose different types of employment and this appears

to explain why their occupations are less typically held ty blacks.

We divided occupations into twelve categories. First,' government and

public service were assigned to one category. In general, we classi-

lied an occupation as government-public service if the employee worked

for a health, education or welfare organization, without distinguish-

ing, for example, between public and privately owned hospitals. The

private sector jobs were divided into 6 categories: white collar;

sales; entertainment; blue collar; service; and labor.

Four of these seven categories were further subdivided. White col-

lar was divided into three tiers: professional-managerial, and higher

and lower non-professional. Public service, blue-collar and service

occupations were also divided into higher and lever tiers. For ser-

vice the higher status positions were those with scores of four or
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more on the Directory of Occupational Titles Specific Vocational

Preparation (SVP) scale (Cain and Trienan, 1981) . For public service,

and for white- and blue-collar jobs, the higher occupations, were those

with SVP scores of 5 or more.

Table 2 shows the distribution of Project Concern participants and

control group members in the twelve occupational categories. The

twelve occupational categories are ranked ty the national percentage

black of the category, ranging from sales, the whitest occupation, to

lower public service, the one with the largest black percentage

nationally. The four whitest occupational categories-- sales, private

sector professional-managerial, entertainment and higher private sec-

tor white-collar positions - -are held by only 8% of the male control

group but 23% of the male Project Concern participants; the differ-

ence for females is also large. In general, the table dhows that Pro-

ject Concern participants, both male and female, are more likely to

hold positions in sales, higher white-collar occupations and 1:1 ser-

vice. The control group is over - represented in labor and blue-collar

public service positions, especially in the lower strata.

The Le.-,ncy for Project Concern participants to be located in

sales and white-collar positions rather than blue collar positions is

shown in Table 3, in which the occupations are divided according to

their primary identification in the six-category Holland system. Pro-

ject Concern participants are aver - represented in the enterprising

category, reflecting the over-representation we saw in sales in Table

2; females are heavily over-represented in the conventional category,

which covers much of office positions, and both male and female Pro-
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ject Concern participants are .under-represented in the social category

(which contains much government servics and health, education and wel-

fare positions) and realistic category, which includes factory posi-

Vons.

lite last piece of data describing the types of occupations held

comes ir7m the respondents themselves. In the survey they were asked

how good 'trey thought their chances for promotion were and also about

the race of their co-workers. Table 4 shows that Project Concern par-

.

ticipant fealeh(but not males) were more likely to say they worked

in a mostly\ white 'group, and both male and femals participants

described their chances for promotion as being good.

If Project Concern par cipants are right in describing their

chances of promotion as being\good, they may have forgone immediate

rewarde of salary and prestige in\favor of higher future benefits.

Project Concern participants do not\\ ave higher incomes than control

\wh\group members, are not in occupations ich have higher socioeconomic

indices, nor are they in occ upations which\natiorally have higher

average incomes for either males or females. ey may, however, be in

occupations where the chance for promotion into higher-paying occupa-

tions is better, but we have no data for occupationi\on promotion

chances, so we cannot independently verify that Project noern parti-

cipants have chosen occupations which will provide promisin careers.

bnalYsig sg _the _experimental siellign

Any analysis is valid only if we assume that we are comparing sub- \

jects who differ on the Independent variable (in this case degree of
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desegregation), but do not differ significantly on other variables

which might produce spurious effects. In the typical research study

one has little in the way dE guarantee that this is the case. This is

most obvious in a typical voluntary desegregation study. There is the

possibility that students who volunteered for desegregated schooling

cane from higher income families. They may also be more highly moti-

vated, or come from families which have generally provided more help

to their dhildren's schooling. They may be students who are more

talented in school work or they may be the less talented students-

-those who have cone badly in a segregated school, so that their

parents searched for desegregation as a device to rescue their chil-

dren's education. Finally, the students who are voluntarily desegre-

gated may be those for wham the logistics are more manageable --those

from two parent households, or those who live relatively close to the

receiving schools. Ever when we are studying students who were

assigned to desegregated schools, we can't be sure that disinterested

students did not drop out, and highly motivated families "snoak" into

the program.

Thus instead of the ideal situdon where the desegregated students

differ from the segregated students otLy in the fact of their desegre-

gation, in the usual research design segregated and desegregated stu-

dents may differ on a variety of dimensions and sane of these differ-

ences may be 'mown to the researcher.

Typically the best technique available to deal with this probaam is

statistical matchingusing analysis of covariance or multiple regres-

sion to adjust the scores of each group up or down to compensate for
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differences in pretest scores or background factors. But the

techniques for adjustment are themselves biased, typically uoderad-

justing the data so that control variable differences persist in a

concealed fashion in the final result (see Cook and Campbell, 1979,

295-300). If students in desegregated schools are superior in family

background, a regression or covariance analysis would still Shag

desegregated students learning more after adjustment for pretest dif-

ferences even if this were not really the case.

All the data presented in Tables 1 through 4 can be assumed to be

biased by self-selection. In comparing those students who entered

Project Concern and remained in the program until they finished

schooling to a control group of students who remain in the Hartford

public schools, we are comparing two groups which may be self-selected

in terms of family income or motivation. But the Project Concern

experimental design gives us an opportunity to use a much stronger

analysis method. We can compare two groups of students who are more

strictly comparable--every student who was initially offered the

opportunity to enter Project Concern and a randomly sampled control

group of students who were never offered the opportunity. By compar-

ing everyone who was ever offered the opportunity in Project Concern

with everyone in the control group who never received such an offer,

we will largely eliminate any bias due to self-selection.

Thus our "treatment" group includes those students who never parti-

cipated in Project Concern, while the control group includes some stu-

dents who were not given the opportunity to attend Project Concern

schools but attended Catholic schools or schools in the suburbs

1 6 b
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because their families moved there.

Although this procedure understates the effects of desegregation,

the comparison is extremely useful. If desegregation had no effect at

all, we should find that the high number of Project Concern partici-

pants selecting certain occupations is completely offset by a very lag

level of selection of these occupations by those respondents who

refused to enter Project Cbnoern or who dropped out of the program.

The net effect would be that all students who were offered the oppor-

tunity to partiCipLe in the program Should have no greater predispo-

sition to be in (for faample) enterprising occupations than would all

the members of the control group (when those who wet.: able to attend

private or suburban schools are inc.:. fci.1;. If desegregation has a

beneficial effect, this comparison should sh,:v a modest difference

remaining after adding all the students who initially refused to enter

the program and all the students who "dropped out" of the control

group by moving to the suburbs or entering private schools. If there

is no such difference this suggests that the effects shown in the

preceding tIbles are spurious.

We refer to this typr of analysis as "Experimental Assignment Ana-

lysis"; Cook and Campbell (1979, p. 363) refer to it as "attrition

from tree tment but not from ineasurement."

In our experimental assignment, the respondents can be grouped into

seven categories. The original 1966 experiment contained a (1) ran-

domly selected treatment group who attended Project Concern schools

and (2) a randculy selected control group. In 1968 ..x3 1969, students

were again selected for attendance at Project Concern schools using
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random assignment. The selected students fall into two groups. One

group (3) entered Project Concern; another group (4), a nearly equal

number of students, never entered the program, either because the

school district was unable to contact than or because their parents

refused to allow than to enroll. We searched old school recta& and

drew (5) a random sample of students from the same grades to use as a

control group. Finally, (6) a group of students wham we are treating

as volunteers for the program are compared to (7) a group of students

whose parents attempted unsuccessfully to enroll than in the program.

Using these seven categories we arrived at one surprising result;

Project Concern did not reduce unempacyment. Among respondents who

are not now enrolled in college, Project Concern participants (exclud-

ing dropouts and those who never entered the program among those ini-

tially offered the opportunity) have a low unemployment rate compared

to those who were in the control group and remained in the Hartford

public schools. However, what appears to be a positive fect of

desegregation is merely selection bias. When program dropouts are

added to the Project Concern group and control group "dropouts" whose

faailies moved to the suburbs or who enrolled in private schools are

included in the control group, the unenpeoyment rates of the twc

groups do not differ.

Table 5 tests the hypothesis that Project Concern affected occupa-

tional distributions, using the experimental, assignment method. Table

2 indicated that Project Cbacern participants were more likely to

enter white- collar, professional, sales and service occupations in the

private sector, ile control group members were more likely to enter

17u
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public servio: positions and blue-collar and laboring positions.

Table 2 showed 61% of the Project Concern participants entering pri-

vate sector, professional, white-collar and service positions (catego-

ries 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and 10 in that table) compared to 42% of the con-

trol group, a 19% difference. For females the percentages were 86%

and 61%, a 25% difference. Table 5 shows the same percentages when

subjects are grouped according to their initial experimental assign-

ment. The first and third lines of the table show the percentages

taken from a cross-tabulation; the second and fourth lines show per-

centages derived from a regression equation which controls on family

background, age, and second grade achievement test scores. The family

background variables are education of the responding parents (usu-

ally the mothers); whether thes families owned their home; number of

siblings; a scale based on the presence of an encyclopedia, a daily

newspaper, and a typewriter at home; and the respondents' report of

whether they lived with two parents when they were 14.

Although 62% of male Project Concern participants are in private

sector white-collar and service occupations, the first line of Table 5

shows a smaller percentage in these occupations'of all those students

initially assigned to the program. This is to be expected, since

those students who refused assignment or dropped out of the program

have received a much weaker desegregation treatment and therefore

should look more like the control group. When they are added to the

Project Concern participants the differences between the control group

and the Project Concern group should decline. This is the case. Cray

45% of the students assigned to Project Concern in the 1966 experiment

are in private sector white-collar and service occupations, for exam-
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ple.

The important question here is whether any differences remain bet-

ween those students initially assigned to Project Concern and those

initially assigned to the control group. If no differences remain, we

must assure that all the results in Table 2 are due to self-selection.

If the group assigned to Project Concern continues to differ from the

control groupr.then self-selection bias is probably not a sufficient

counter-explanation for the results found in Table 2.

For men, Project Concern differences remain for both the 1966

experiment and the volunteer group, but not for the students assigned )

to the program in 1968-1969. The differences are 13% for the 1966

experiment and 16% for the volunteer group. The second line of the

table shoos differences between those assigned to Project Concern and

those assigned to the control group once social class factors, age and

second grade achievment scores are controlled. Introducing the con-

trols reduces the Project Concern. control group differences further,

to only seven percent in the 1966 experiment and eight percent in the

volunteer group and to minus three percent for the 1968-1969 group.

Much of the apparent effect of desegregation on type of occupation

held shown in Table 2 for males is really the result of self - selection

bias.

For females, very strong effects of desegregation on type of occu-

pation remain after self-selection bias is removed. The third line' of

Table 5 shows 30% difference favoring the experimental -group in the

1966 experiment and a 22% difference favoring volunteers who entered

the program in comparison to those who attempted to enter and were
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unable to. For the 1968-1969 program, those students who refused

entry to the program are no more likely to hold private sector white-

collar and service positions than are those in the control group, but

those who accepted their initial assignment are 15% more likely to be

in private sector white-collar and service occupations. When multiple

regression is used to control on family background, age and second

grade achievement test scores, these differences decrease only slight-

lyto 28% for the 1966 group, 23% for the volunteers, and 13% for the

1968-1969 group. This is very convincing evidence that the apparent

effects of desegregation on occupational type for females in Table 2

are not the result of self-selection or differences in the background

of students, but must be attributed to attending desegregated schools.

FUrther evidence of a sex interaction appears in Table 6. In that

Table, we compare Project Concern participants and control group, mem-

bers (excluding dropouts) in six regression equations which analyze

the impact of Project Concern participation, education, age and a

family background scale separately on three occupational variables:

national percentage black of the occupation held ty the respondent;

the number of respondents who are in the four least-black groups of

occupations, private sector higher white collar and professional,

sales and entertainment; and the percentage of respondents who are in

private sector professional, sales, white-collar and service occupa-

tions, the variable used in Table 5. The family background scales

were constructed by regressing each occupation variable on the family

background variables (parents' education, home ownership, number of

siblings, items in the home, presence of two parents) for the control

groups only, and using the regression coefficients to compute a single

173
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scale of family background. Separate regression equations were used

to construct family background scales which are specific for each of

the sex regression equations in in the table. For males, the appa-

rent effect of participating in Project Concern is much weaker than

either family background factors or education. For females the appo-

site is true: Project Concern participation is the strongest predic-

tor in two of the three equations and stronger than family background

in the third.

For female9, we see from Tables 5 and 6 that Project Concern parti-

cipation tends to move female workers into occupations which are trad-

itionally not held by blacks, into the higher status private sector

white-collar occupations and into both high- and low-status private

sector white-collar and service occupations. This result cannot be

attributed to self-selection and it cannot be attributed to the fact

that warren participating in Project Concern have slightly more educa-

tional attainment than those in the control group. For males the

story is more complex. Desegregation enhances the educational attain-

ment of males in this study; those effects are quite strong (Crain,

Hawes, Miller and Peichert, 1985) . The higher educational attainment

in turn pushes males toward whiter occupations and toward private sec-

tor white-collar positions. Since the effects of Project Concern on

occupational type are weak once self-selection is controlled in Table

5, the evidence suggests that desegregation does not have much effect

on the type of occupation held by males except indirectly through edu-

cational attainment.

Interpreting the male data is complicated by the youthfulness of
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the population. The 1roiect Concern participants were more likely

than control group malts to be in college at the time of the survey,

and college students ari missing fran this analysis, so strong

desegregation effects on occupational type could, appear in the future.

It may also be the case that the employment market for Black males is

such that there are more restrictions on opportunity which prevent

desegregated black males fran moving iRto positions in the way that

desegregated black females have. This problem pill require analysis

of older graduates of desegregated schools, either with a different

data set, or perhaps from a follow-up survey of this population.

list _Bausch 2ecitniguea

Table 7 reports three factors which one might expect to explain the

occupational differences between Project Concern and control group

participants. The first line reports the percentage of respondents

who say that they left another position to take this one rather than

'being unemployed between jobs. Both male and female Project Concern

participants were more likely to quit another job rather than waiting

until they were unemployed to find a better position. This implies a

more aggressive career management strategy. The second line reports

the aercentage of respondents who said that they had specific training

or experience which qualified them for their present position. For

females, Project Concern participants report a higher level of train-

ing and experience than does the control group, but there are no dif-

ferences for tales. Finally, the third line indicates that of all

respondents who reported using some personal contact to learn about

the opening or to be sponsored for the position, Project. Concern per-
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ticipants, especially females, used whites as contacts more than did

members of the control group. However, the percentages E0311 low,

given that the Hartford metropolitan area labor force is heavily.

white. -Apparently even the Project Concern participants operate in a

social network which is predominantly black.

Analysis of the data showed that persons with more training ana

experience and persons who changed jots without a period of uemploy-

ment have better positions and that persons who use white oontacts

wind up in occupations with more white employees in them, but none of

the differences in Table 7 are large enough to explain more than a

fraction of the large difference in occupations between female Project

Concern participants and their control group.

0QcupktIonal

Respondents were asked to dicate the occupations they would like

to have five years from now the occupations they aspired to when

they were high school age. e 8 shows the pattern of aspirations

that respondents report haln had when they were in higboschool, and

the occupations they would ke to have five years from now. This

table includes respondents who are now full-time college students.

The 12 categories of Table 2 are collapsed to 7 here, by combining law

and high positions in all categories and excluding laboring, which

none aspired to.

The table suggests that sage of the differences in present occupa-

tions are due to differemes the preferences that students held

before they completed school, Both men and women who participated in

I 7
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Project Concern report that they had less desire to enter public

service occupations and more interest in sales. Males recall a higher

desire to enter professional positions, lack of interest in blue-col-

lar positions and a slight preference for service positions, all con-

sistent with the sorts of occupations that Project Concern males moved

into.

Present aspirations of males and females Chow the same pattern.

Project Concern participants of both se.cd show a pr. Jrence for

sales. Males show a prefereme ..or professional work and a lack of

interest in blue-collar work; women Project Concern participants shoo

a dianterest in public service wo) . Of =reel we should expect

social inertia to prompt many people to poetions similar to

psitions they presently have; but this wouldn't explain why R.,ject

Concern mrles had professional aspirations in high school. In addi-

tion, male Project Concern participants are employed in public service

nearly as much as the control group, but: have shown in the past and

still stow today a disinterest in public service as a career.

Interpretation

-There seem to be to reasonable explanations for the pattern we

have seen here. the first is that Project Oncern participants,

because of their experience in integrate schools, are more confident

atout their ability to work in predominantly ratite settings. Facto -

ies and government employment are traditional havens for blacka--po-

sitions where there is less concern about the possibility of being

r ted becAuse of colur. Desegregated students, being less fearful

of discrimination (Crain, Hawesr Miller and Peichert, 1985) are more
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willing to try their hand at jots which require considerable interac-

tion with whites. Sales and to some degree service positions are good

examples of this. Although the sample size is too small to anai:ze

individual occupations, a pattern does appear. Control group partici-

:ants are overreiresented in health and welfare occupations, and as

janitors, and men are particularly likely to be mailmen. Moen are

overrepresented as data entry clerks but underrepresented in aost

other office occupations. Project Concern -Nzmmn appear as secretar-

ies, clerks, balk tellers, and in office positions with insurance comr-

panies. Both men and women fram Project Concern schools are likely to

be waiters and waitresses and employed in a variety of sales posi-

tions.

The second hypothesis, which cannot be tested with these data, is

that black alumni of desegregated schools are more likely to be hired

in positions which involve "meeting the public"--meaning in this case

the white public. Presumably 12 years in suburban schools should

impact on pronunciation and the us, of black grammar; and simply hav-

ing the name of a midC".e-class suhurben school on one's resume should

affect at least sane personnel oaicers white-controlled firms.

(Evidence of this appears in Crain, 1984.)

Summary and Conclusions

Black students who attended desegregated schools wind up in diffe-

rent kinds of jobs than those who attended segregated schools. In

this case, the segregated and desegregated students L.itered the same

metropolitan labor market after finishing school. But the desegre-

gated students worked in firms which had mote white employees and

1 7 b
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worked in occupations which nationally are more often LUd by whites.

They are more optimistic about their chance for promotion, and perhaps

they should be, since they are more likely to be working in private

industry rather than in government, more likely to be in white- collar

and professional sales occupations. The results of tais study are

particularly trustworthy, since they are based on a sixteen-year fol-

lowup of a randomized experiment.

The mechanisms for male and female students seem slightly diffe-

rent. A separately published analysis of the same experiment indi-

cates that male students from desegregated schools are considerably

more likely to attend college and complete more years of college

schooling . Ian males who went to segregated schools. Our data here

show that male students recall having held higher aspirations for

employment when they were in high school, particularly aspiring to

professional positions more often. This may explain their desire to

go to college, and their college attendance probably explains why

those who are now in the labor force are more likely to be in sales,

good white-collar positions, and oven in sane service positions and

much less likely to be working as laborers or in semi-skilled factory

work.

For females, educational attainment is less important. The analy-

sis of the educational data indicate that females' educational attain-

ment is not greatly effected by desegregation. However, the female

graduates of desegregated schools, even though they do not have more

education than graduates of segregated schools have considerably bet-

ter jobs, We suspect that one reason is that they are better trained;
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at least they are more likely to report that they have the position

they have because they have the training for it. They also report

using more white contacts to locate jobs and as references when apply-

ing for elem. The result is that women fram desegregated schools are

twice as likely to be in professional sales and higher-status white-

collar positions and to be in working in service positions in the Fri-,

vate sector. They are only one-third as likely to be working in any

government positions and only half as likely to be in blue-col.zr

occupations.

Although the data touched on this point only indirectly, it seems a

reasonable interpretation that black graduates of desegregated schools

hold better jobs because they are more confident in their relations

with whites. Analysis of these data (Crain, Hawes, Miller, and Pied-

hert. 1985) found not only that black male graduates of desegregated

schools had more years of schooling as a result, but that both males

and females had nr"e contact with whites socially, were more likely to

live in integrated neighborhoods, and perceived less discrimination in

their dealings with white institutions and employers. All this should

make it easier for than to think in terms of obtaining a position a

white work environment, in a occupation normally held by whites. We

also think that employers will be more likely to hire black workers

who hold their credential of a high school diploma from a suburban

school, since this is tangible evidence to the employer that the stu-

dent has had experience in working with whites.

Other --xearch on desegregation has found positive effects of

desegregation in short-term outcomes, such as achievement test scores

1So
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or student attitudes. This study concludes that those short-term

changes in student attitudes have a long-term effect in adulthood.
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Table 1: Mean percentage black of occupations held by

Project Concern Participants and Control Group

members

mean percent black
of occupations
heIda

leftective n)

Males

Project
Concern Control

Participants Group

Females

Project
Concern Control

Participants Grout

12.9% 14.5 %* 10.4% 15.3%**

(49) (103) (72) (70)

apercentages are computed for workers of same sex across the U.S.

p oae-tailed

**
p .. .01, one-tailed
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Table 2: Occupations held by Project Concern Participants

and Control Group Members

Males Females

Occupationsa

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Group

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Group,

Under 10% Black;

1. Pales 10.5%* 2.3% 4.G% 2.3%

.!. Professional/
Managers 1.8% 2.4% 4.0% 0.0%

3. Entertainment 1.8% 1.2% 0.0% 2.3%

4. High White Collar 8.8%* 2.3% 25.8%* 15.2%

22.9%* 8.2% 33.8%* 19.8%

Over 10% Black:

5. High Blue Collar 10.5% 12.7% 6.1% 6.3%

6. High Public Service 3.5% 4.8% 5 1%.
9.2%

1. Low Service 17.5% 10.9% 18.2%* 8.4%

8. High Service 7.0% 6.5% 7.4% 3.7%.

9. Low Blue Collar 7.0% 15.4%* 0.0% 6.1%

10. Low m ite Collar 15.8% 18.0% 26.3% 31.3%

11. Labor 10.5% 18.7% 1.0% 0.5%

12. Low Public Service 5.3% 4 8% 2.0% 14.8%*

77.10 91.8% 66.1% 30.0%

keftective n) ( 57) (121)
( 94) (85)

;o ranked by national racial composition, sexes combined.

o < .05, ua,:-tailed
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Table 3: Holland codes of occupations held by Project

Concern Participants and Control Croup Members

Holland
Category:

Males

Project
Concern

Participants

Realistic 51.8%

Investigative 1.8%

Artistic 1.8%

Social 8.9%

Enterprising 28.6%*

Conventional 7.1%

TOTAL 100.0%

(effective n) (56)

* p<.05, one- tailed
** p4;.01, one-tailed

Control
Group

59.5%

2.0%

0.7%

15.5%

13.0%

9.3%

100.0%

(105)

IS?

Females

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Group

12.1% 25.0%*

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 2.6%

13.9% 31.4%**

14.9%* 6.4%

59.1%** 34.6%

100.0% 100.0%

(85) (75)
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Table 4; How Project Concern Participants and Control Group

Members describe their employment

Males Females

Co-workers mostly

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Group

Project
Concern

Participants

Control
Group

white 48.9% 45.8'/. 72.4%* 58.1%

Chances for promotion

good 65.1%* 47.8% 48.9%* 39.3%

(effective n) (46) (87) (76) (71)

* p <,05, one-tailed
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Table 5: Percentage of students in Private Sector White Collar

or Service occupations by Experimental Assignment

'(Percent in private white collar or service)

Experimental Assignment

1968-69
Random Assignment

exper. refused control

1966

Experiment

exper. control

Males;

'olunteers

exper. control

uncontrolled 44.7% 31.9% 44.f% 45.6% 43.4% 66.0%

controlled* 45.30 38.3% 39.4% 39,9% '42.6% 419.1% 5178%

Females

uncontrolled

controlled*

79.6%

80.4%

49.6%

52.7%

81.3%

80.7%

66.0% ,

65.8%

66.5%

67.4%

91.0%

86.1% 63.0.!

4

Regression equations controls were mother's education, presence of

encyclopedia, newspaper and typewriter in childhood home,'number of

siblings, parental homeownership, two, parents present at age 14, and

age of respondent.
.

Note: private white-collar or servioe'includes 6 categories from

the list shown in table :2: Sales pra',1fessional,
and.bigh.and low white-

collar ,Ind service.

ti
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Table 6: Effect of desegregation, age, family background and

educational attainment on three measures of occupational

outcome

% in high white t in private,

% black of collar, sales white collar,

occupation entertainment serviceservice

Males

Project Conczrn
Participation -.094 -.036 .132 '. .072 .109 .082

Education -.185 -.162** .270 .242** .131 ,.159 **

Family BAr.kground '.183 .157** .175 .119* .134 .161**

Age -.007 .005 -.006 -.031 -.175 -.204**

mt.' iple r .175 7310 .300

Females

Project Concern

.Participation -.263 -.267** .122 ..114* .254 .288**

Education -.117 -.090 .166 .146* -.224 -.216**

Family Background .154 .185** .044 .074 .203 .158**
,

:Ige .054 -.018 .058 .05 -,.160 -.035

1 L LP 1,.! r .399 .212 .329

the,A! ....ategories of occupations ate leas then 10% black

l'seo table 5 for category descriptions

p 4 .05, one-tailed

**
F'

C' .01, one- tailed
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Table 7: How Project Concern Participants and Control group.

Meibers describe obtaining their present or klast)

position

% who left another
job to take this
one

% who had training
or experience for

position

% white of personal-
contacts used to

\find position

-\(effective

Males Females

Project
Concern*

Participants

Control
Group

Project
Concern

Participants
Contiol

Group

46.8%* 31.1%* 44.6% 36.9%

47.8% 45.1% 77.4%* 63.0%

22.7% 17.7% 31.0% 22.7%

(46) (87) (76) (71)

*T(.05, one-tailed

191
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Occupationst

Table 8:

Present and High School Aspirations of Project Concern Participants and

Control Group Members, by Sex

Females
Males.__-

Present Aspirations .
Hilh_School Aspirations .......:____. ......_ .Present Aspirations

High School Asplratiens

Project
Project

Project
Project

Concern Control Concern Control Concern control Concern Control

Participants Group Participants Gr'n'..
participants . G!."PP- P!Ciciplt.s __Croup_ ...

Sales 4.0 1.5 1.9 . 0 4.9 1.5 1.8 0

Professional 24.0 21.3 19.9 19.0 41.6*.: 24.8 31.6* 16.5

Entertainment 10.0 4.3 14.0 6.8. 9 9.7 12.3 , 18.7

White Collar, 36.5 31.6 26.5 28.8 9.8 15.3 10.5 11.4

TOTAL 74.5 58.7 62.3 54.6 65.5 51.3 56.2 46.6 4w
CD

Hipth Percent Black
Occupations:

r

Blue Collar 4.0 2.8 3.7 3.8 . 11.1* 25.1 28.1 33.0

Service 3.5 7.9 10.7 10.0 3.3 4.2 7.1 3.8

Public Service 18.0* 30.5 23.3 11.6 18.1 19.0 ..8:8
16.5

TOTAL 25.5 41.2 37.7 45.4 34.5 48.7 44.0 53.3

(effective n)
(90) (85) (96) (88) 01) (107) (571 (91)

* p <.05 one-tailed
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